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Abstract 

The current report discusses efficient and accurate numerical techniques to evaluate aerodynamic 
disturbance and damping forces based on investigations carried out at ABB Turbo System AG. The 
test turbomachine comprises a single-stage transonic axial turbine analysed with the fluid dynamic 
software ANSYS CFX 17.0 and post-processing tool Matlab. In the first stage, the 23 unequally 
spaced stators 33 rotors turbine configuration was scaled to two configurations with 22 and 24 equally 
spaced stators respectively and 33 rotors. These configurations permit integer reduction of blade 
count across adjacent blade rows and as such a reduced computational domain. An innovative time 
domain signal patching routine was implemented to recover the original 23 stators 33 rotors blade 
forces in the cylindrical direction and generalised force from the 22 and 24 stators configurations with 
reasonable accuracy. Computational savings of 57.5% were enabled with such an approach. To 
further reduce computational demand, the two configurations with 22 and 24 equally spaced stators 
were simulated with time domain flow field transformation methods; profile transformation, time 
inclination and Fourier method. A comparison of total blade and midspan forces in cylindrical direction, 
generalised force and local unsteady pressures demonstrated the capacity of the time inclination and 
Fourier methods to capture harmonic data within an accuracy of 15%. Moreover these time domain 
flow field transformation methods when used in conjunction with the signal patching routine allowed for 
computational savings larger than 93%. In the second stage, two different strategies to extract 
aerodynamic damping forces were compared. The first termed aerodynamic influence coefficient 
method (AIC) takes into account the aerodynamic influence of an oscillating blade on neighbouring 
blades in a blade row was introduced. This approach enables a single numerical simulation for the 
construction of an aerodynamic damping curve. The second approach involves simulating each 
travelling wave mode and extracting the corresponding unsteady aerodynamic work for damping 
derivation termed as the energetic approach (EA). An evaluation into the accurate set-up of the AIC 
method indicated the need to run a full 33 rotors simulation without the assignment of spatial periodic 
boundaries to limit false boundary settings. Moreover, the influence across 23 of the blades needed to 
be asses to obtain an accurate aerodynamic damping curve. The energetic approach was carried out 
using a simple transient method, the time domain flowfield transformation Fourier method and the 
time/frequency domain flowfield transformation harmonic balance method. Both the Fourier and 
harmonic balance methods predicted identical aerodynamic damping values to the transient case at 
three interblade phase angles with large computational savings. However, instabilities at backward 
travelling waves for the harmonic balance limited its application. Identical aerodynamic damping 
predictions with the AIC method, energetic approach with Fourier method and harmonic balance 
methods verified three numerical aerodynamic damping prediction approaches. A comparison of 
computational cost however suggests that the Fourier and harmonic balance methods are more 
efficient techniques for future damping computations. 
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Sammanfattning 

Den aktuella rapporten diskuterar effektiva och noggranna numeriska metoder för att utvärdera 
aerodynamisk störning och aerodynamisk dämpning och bygger på undersökningar som har utförts 
vid ABB Turbo System AG. Undersökningar fokuserar på en en-stegs transonisk axial turbin som har 
analyserats i ANSYS CFX 17.0 och Matlab. Det ursprungliga turbinsteget innehöll 23 ojämnt fördelade 
stator skovlar och 33 rotor skovlar som sedan skalades till två konfigurationer med 22 och 24 jämnt 
fördelade stator skovlar respektive och 33 rotor skovlar. Dessa nya konfigurationer tillåter reducering 
av bladantalet i beräkningsdomänen och därmed minskar CPU tiden för simuleringen. En innovativ 
metod baserad på överlappning av signalen i tidsdomänen användes för att återskapa resultat för den 
ursprungliga 23 stator / 33 rotor konfigurationen.  Beräkningskapacitet besparingar på 57,5% 
möjliggjordes med ett sådant tillvägagångssätt. För att ytterligare minska beräkningstiden, på de två 
konfigurationer med 22 och 24 jämnt fördelade statorer tillämpades de tillgängligha tidsdomän 
trasformationer i ANSYS CFX: profil transformation, tidslutning och Fourier metod. En jämförelse av 
den totala kraften och generaliserade kraften på skoveln samt jämförelse av det lokala instationära 
trycket visade tidslutning och Fourier metoden har kapacitet att leverera resultat med en noggrannhet 
på 15 %. Dessutom när dessa tidsdomän-transformationsmetoder används i samband med signal 
överlappningsmetoden som nämndes ovan, en tidsbesparing på 93 % kunde åstadkommas.  

I den andra delen av projektet jämfördes två olika strategier för att räkna fram den aerodynamiska 
dämpningen. Den första kallas för aerodynamiska influens koefficient metoden (AIC) och den tar 
hänsyn till aerodynamisk påverkan av en oscillerande skovel på angränsande skovlar i en turbin 
rotorrad. På så sätt kan en enda numerisk simulering räcka till att framställa aerodynamisk dämpning 
för alla nodaldiametrar. Den andra metoden (så kallad energimetod (EA)) innebär att man simulerar 
varje nodaldiameter för sig och extraherar den instationära aerodynamiska arbetet. Undersökningen 
påvisade att i den AIC metoden behövde man köra simulering med alla 33 rotorblad, eftersom 
tilldelning av periodiska randvillkoren resulterade i felaktiga resultat. Dessutom för att återskapa en 
exakt aerodynamisk dämpning kurva behövde man ta hänsyn till påverkan av 23 av 33 bladen. Den 
energimetoden utfördes med användning av tidsdomän transformation genom Fourier metoden och 
Harmonisk balansmetoden. Både Fourier och Harmonisk balans metoder predikterade identiska 
aerodynamiska dämpningsvärden med stora beräkningsbesparingar. Men instabiliteter vid bakåt 
gående vågor (negativa nodaldiametrar) för harmonisk balans begränsade tillförlitlighet av den 
metoden. En jämförelse av kostnaden med avseende på simuleringstiden antyder dock att Fourier och 
harmonisk balans metoder är mer effektiva tekniker för framtida aerodämpning beräkningar. 
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Nomenclature 

 
 
General Symbols 
 

W aerodynamic work 

L matrix of aerodynamic influences 

Cσ matrix of aerodynamic influences 

C absolute velocity 

U arbitrary flow variable 

F force 

X response 

P pitch 

N number of blades 

ND nodal diameters 

A Fourier coefficients 

B Fourier coefficients 

m mass 

c damping 

k stiffness 

p static pressure 

q dynamic pressure 

h enthalpy 

d blade displacement 

a axial position 

r radial position 

θ circumferential position 

x x cartesian position 

y y cartesian position 

z z cartesian position 

n normal 

f frequency (Hz) 

t time 

nh number of harmonics 

nt number of timesteps 

np number of periods 

 
 
 
 
Greek Symbols 
 

ρ density 

ω frequency (rads
-1

) 

Ω rotation speed 

ϕ phase 

σ interblade phase angles 

ζ aerodynamic damping 

ψ mass normalised mode shape 

λ complex eigenvalues 
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Subscripts 
 

R rotor 

S stator 

a axial direction 

r radial direction 

θ circumferential direction 

x x cartesian direction 

y ycartesian direction 

z z cartesian direction 

  far stream 

   real 

   imaginary 

0 stator inlet 

1 stator outlet / rotor inlet 

2 rotor outlet 
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1 Introduction 
 
In turbocharging applications, the dominant failure mechanism arises from high cycle fatigue fractures. 
The source of such a failure is attributed to a large spectrum of unsteady perturbations conceived as a 
convolution of subsonic, transonic and supersonic flows with the added influence of shocks, boundary 
layer interactions and other flow unsteady factors. This is particularly of concern in turbochargers due 
to a large number of operational rotational speeds and resonant crossings. A detailed strategy to 
assess these resonant occurrences, sources of unsteady perturbations and severity of response is 
necessary and form part of the numerical forced response study. The following report focuses on two 
fundamental aspects of completing a numerical forced response analysis.  
 
The first is centred on the accurate modelling of dominant unsteady perturbation amplitudes and 
frequencies or excitation sources. Here two sub focuses are presented. An initial scaling approach is 
used to scale a single-stage transonic turbine geometry to permit subsequent blade count reduction 
without pitch ratio variations. It must be noted that the turbine is constructed with a unique stator blade 
configuration of 11 and 12 equally spaced blades across two circumferential halves of the blade row. 
An assessment of available time domain blade passage reduction strategies; time inclination, Fourier 
method and profile transformation, are also evaluated in their capacity to accurately capture excitation 
amplitude and frequencies. Particular attention is given to valuable computational savings. 
Furthermore, a strategy to reconstruct the actual annular turbine unsteady flow field with data from the 
scaled test cases is investigated. 
 
The second aspect of analysis is the extraction of aerodynamic damping, to be included in the 
development chain as part of response computations. Here the Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient 
method (AIC) is investigated as a computationally efficient approach to computing aerodynamic 
damping across varying interblade phase angles (IBPA) or travelling wave modes as blades vibrate in 
specific modes. The AIC method is verified against an alternative numerical and post-processing 
strategy termed Energetic Approach (EA) method in the following report. In addition, a time domain 
reduction strategy and a time/frequency domain reduction strategy of Fourier and harmonic balancing 
respectively are investigated to compute aerodynamic damping. The key focus being computational 
demand reduction and solution accuracy with varying numerical and post-processing routines to 
compute aerodynamic damping. 
 
The following study is performed with ANSYS CFX 17.0 being the primary solver and meshes 
constructed within ANSYS Turbogrid and ICEM. Post-processing of the data is performed with CFX 
Post and Matlab. 
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2 Modal Analysis of a single-stage transonic Turbine 
 
The following section describes the numerical extraction of modal parameters; eigenvalues and 
eigenmodes of the single-stage transonic turbine under investigation. The identified eigensolution is 
used to construct the Campbell Diagram from which operational conditions forcing resonance can be 
extracted as part of a forced response analysis. The commercial Finite Element (FE) software Abaqus 
is used as the computational tool for the modal analysis. 

2.1 Finite Element Analysis 

 
In the following fine element analysis, the response across a tuned rotor blisk cascade with 33 blades 
is considered. Due to cyclic symmetry under the pretext of tuned configuration, a single blade and disk 
section can be modelled and analysed to extract the eigensolution.  

2.2 Partial SAFE Diagram 

 
The numerical modal analysis is first carried out at a fixed rotation speed with the goal of identifying 
the nominal modes present and the variation of eigenvalues with nodal diameters.  
  

 

Figure 1. Safe Diagram of turbine rotor (values excluded due to confidentiality) 
 
Nodal diameters are lines of zero displacement/deformation used to describe the mode shape of 
disks. From Figure 1, the natural frequencies are observed to exist as clusters of “blade dominated” 
modes at larger nodal diameters. The eigenvalues here are observed to remain largely constant with 
variations in nodal diameters. Hence, the eigenvalues of “blade dominated” modes are almost 
independent of influence from disk modes and it can be inferred that the strain energies are isolated 
on the blades for such modes. At lower nodal diameter modes, the variation of frequencies with nodal 
diameters tend to dominate over a larger range of nodal diameter transiting into the disk dominated 
modes. A number of veering regions where frequencies do not cross but tend to diverge indicate a 
“thin disk” or flexible disk configuration where blade and disk modes tend to interact more as 
postulated by Perkins and Mote [1]. 

2.3 Campbell Diagram 

 
In the study of forced response, the operational conditions at which maximum vibratory response 
occur when the excitation frequencies overlap with the natural frequencies. These interactions 
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between excitation frequencies and natural frequencies are captured on a Campbell Diagram. In any 
given turbomachinery blade row configuration, a large number of excitation sources e.g. upstream 
blade row wakes, downstream potential effects, inlet distortion etc. exist, each with its own distinct 
base frequency. Industrial experience is used to streamline the excitation sources of interest. In 
addition, the structure exhibits an infinite degree of freedom (DOF) prompting an infinite number of 
eigenmodes. A rotor modal analysis is repeated at an increasing rotation speed within actual 
operational domain to capture the variation of blisk eigenvalues with rotation speed.  
 
Figure 2, represents the projection of the eigenmode and excitation orders of interest on the Campbell 
Diagram. The centrifugal stiffening effect of increasing eigenvalues for each mode with an increase in 
rotation speed is demonstrated. It is also observed that the stiffening effect is more pronounced on 
higher mixed/flex modes which show a stiffening over a larger range of speeds. Experiments were 
conducted to measure blade vibratory responses with strain gauges at increasing rotation speeds. The 
projection of these responses in a frequency domain onto the eigenvalues plot enables the 
visualisation of relevant rotation speeds where high vibratory response or resonance occurrences as 
intersection points. From the relationship between the eigenfrequency and rotation speed of such 
resonance points, the excitation orders can be deduced and the sources postulated from industrial 
experience. 
 

 

Figure 2. Partial Campbell Diagram of turbine rotor stage (values excluded due to confidentiality) 
 
The actual Campbell Diagram inclusive of strain gauge measurement data for the rotor stage of the 
test turbine has been excluded due to confidentiality. However, the two operational speeds at which 
highest vibratory responses were identified are at 52.5% and 70% of the maximum revolutions per 
minute. These operational conditions correspond to EO5 and EO23 excitations. The sources of 
excitation are attributed to low order inlet distortions along the inlet casing and rotor-stator interactions 
in the turbine stage. At the resonance frequency corresponding to EO5, the flex mode is an extension 
of the first bending mode of blade (identified by nodal line at blade root). At the resonance frequency 
corresponding to EO23 the fourth blade mode as a function of the bending and torsion modes is 
retrieved. The eigenmode retrieved from Abaqus is complex. This suggest that a phase shift exist 
between the displacement amplitudes of the nodes on the blade surface and accordingly a wavelike 
motion is expected on the blade undergoing deformation. The phase information of the modal 
displacements are retained either through amplitude-phase or real-imaginary representations of 
eigenmodes when imposing blade motion for subsequent numerical analysis strategies. 
 
 

EO23 

EO5 
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3 Forced Response Analysis of a single-stage transonic Turbine 
 
Forced response in turbomachinery is an aeroelastic phenomenon involving the interaction between 
aerodynamic disturbance forces and structural response of the configuration. Aerodynamic 
disturbance forcing is attributed to inherent unsteadiness in the surrounding flowfield. Such 
unsteadiness could be a result of blade row interactions including wake impingements from upstream 
blade rows vortex shedding interactions and potential flow effects from downstream blade rows. 
Furthermore, such unsteadiness might arise from further upstream or downstream effects such as inlet 
distortion or burner cans from the combustion chamber in engines.  
 
The interaction of the aerodynamic force with the turbomachinery components is considered as part of 
a structural dynamic analysis. It is conventional to omit the structural damping term in a blisk 
configuration due to its low material damping contribution. A simplified single DOF equation of motion 
describing the structural dynamics of such a system is illustrated in Equation 1. 
 
                 (1) 
where m, c, k denote mass, stiffness and damping respectively 
 
Simplifying the nature of the periodic forcing load as harmonic the resulting response amplitude is 
represented in Equation 2. 
 
 

    
   

     
 (2) 

where ω frequency  
 
From Equation 2 the response amplitude is seen to be a function of the excitation amplitude and 
frequency. As previously illustrated, crossings in the Campbell diagram suggest resonance or 
frequency matching occurrences of high vibration response which must be avoided. 
 
The following section details the numerical procedure of extracting such a periodic aerodynamic 
disturbance force. To compute the associated response behaviour the disturbance force data is  
integrated within a structural dynamic solver. This element of final response computation is not within 
the scope of this report. 

3.1 Mathematical Description of Unsteady Flow Field 

 
To understand how numerical computational fluid dynamics (CFD) can be applied to study fluid-
structure aeroelastic interactions in turbomachinery, a mathematical description of the flowfield is a 
preliminary requirement. An appreciation of the flowfield dynamics enables numerical implementation 
strategies as part of recent numerical developments to reduce computational demands. The validation 
of such reduction strategies is an important focus in the following report. 

3.1.1 Flowfield Periodicity – Single Cascade 

 
The simplest turbomachinery configuration to visualise flow field periodicity involves considering a 
single isolated symmetric cascade of blades. It is apparent that the flowfield in each passage will be 
identical provided uniform and steady boundary condition. Hence, satisfying the notion of 
circumferential spatial periodicity without incurring any time lag i.e. direct/spatial periodicity. 

3.1.2 Flowfield Periodicity – Rotor-Stator Interactions 

 
In the case of two adjacent cascades e.g. rotor-stator interactions, two possible configurations with 
varying flowfield dynamics can be conceptualised. 
 
In the unlikely configuration of identical adjacent row blade count, flow passages are identical. This 
ensures identical flow parameters at corresponding points of neighbouring blade passages in a blade 
row. At a specified time interval, the symmetry in the cascade persists as the flow passage geometry 
is unchanged. This reintroduces the condition of circumferential periodicity. Accordingly, the flow field 
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can be spatially matched across the adjacent blade row interface to project the unsteady parameters 
across the interface. This concept is illustrated pictorially in Figure 3 (left) and is mathematically 
described in Equation 3. 
 
                         (3) 
where a, r, θ and t denote cylindrical coordinates axial, radial, tangential and time respectively and P 
denotes the pitch between blade passages  
 

  

Figure 3. Stage with equal number of blades in stator and rotor (left) and stage with unequal number of 
blades in stator and rotor (right) [2] 

 
In the case of unequal stator and rotor blade count in Figure 3 (right), it is detailed by several authors 
that the projected wave pattern along the meridional direction at specified circumferential points in the 
adjacent blade passage are identical at phase lagged conditions ∆t [2],[3],[4],[5],[6] and [7]. This 
means that the disturbances across any blade at any time instant are determined by the blades 
relative position to adjacent blades in the same row. Hence, it is possible to reconstruct the entire 
flowfield solution across adjacent flow passages no matter how complex the flowfield by equating the 
solution from a previous timestep at a corresponding point. Numerically this translates to a spatial 
temporal periodicity to be enforced as projected in Equation 4. 
 
                            (4) 
where P and Δt denotes the pitch between blade passages and temporal lag respectively  
 
The associated phase shift is defined as a temporal lag in Equation 5. Here if the flow variable is 
travelling circumferentially in the same direction as the rotation of the rotor, it is regarded as a forward 
travelling wave and has a phase leading condition with a positive phase shift. In contrast, if the flow 
variable travels in the opposite direction to that of the rotor, it is termed a backward travelling wave 
with a phase lag. 
 
 

    
       

 
 (5) 

where PS and PR denotes the pitch between stator blade passages and rotor blade passages 
respectively  
 
The application of periodicity at the rotor-stator interface follows an analogous technique. If the stator 
and rotor blade counts are multiples then the flow field in both domain are temporally identical allowing 
for a direct enforcement of spatial periodicity. If the blade count are not integer multiples, then the flow 
variables in each blade row are identical with a phase shift dependent on the rotation speed and blade 
count in adjacent rows. It is important to realise that across the rotor and stator reference frames, the 
same time periodic signal is recovered but with a different base frequency/time period. Such a Doppler 
shift is a function of the varying rotation speed and blade count and is highlighted in Equation 6 and 7. 
 
 

      
  

 
         

  

 
  (6) 
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  (7) 

 
Accordingly, the flow variables across stator and rotor domains can be related as in Equation 8 and 9. 
 
                           (8) 

          (9) 

where ΦS and ΦR denotes the phase lag along the stator and rotor domain respectively 

3.1.3 Non-reflective Boundary Conditions 

 
It can be postulated that the accuracy of predicted flow parameters can be compromised without strict 
non-reflective boundary condition (NRBC) assignment. To visualise the condition of non-reflective 
boundary conditions, two cases can be considered as prescribed by Erdos et al. [3]. An infinite duct 
case is identified as a setup with an inlet and outlet of constant cross sectional are extending far 
enough to force all outward radiating waves from passing the boundary conditions without reflecting. In 
contrast, an open duct case is one where all waves are reflected and the pressures match the plenum 
pressure forward of the boundary condition. In general, lower harmonic components tend to be 
decaying in nature whereas the higher harmonic components generate propagating waves which can 
be reflected back into the solution domain. This distorts the unsteady components throughout the 
solution. Accurate modelling of a NRBC is known to be a complex procedure. 
 
In the following thesis, a model is constructed to address the issue of NRBC. The outlet was 
prescribed at a distance of three rotor chord lengths from the rotor trailing edge. The inlet was 
assigned at half a chord length from stator leading edge to prevent mixing out of inlet flow profile. 
Moreover, a grid expansion ratio was limited to a value determined from previous NRBC studies along 
the outlet to limit reflectivity. However, the simplicity of such an assignment does not guarantee the 
unimpeded transmission of waves across the boundaries. 

3.2 Numerical Test Cases 

 
The turbine configuration is simplified to reduce computational demands. As part of the geometric 
reduction strategy, the turbine inlet casing and outlet casing are not represented in the numerical 
domain. The reduced full annular representation (stator blade row, rotor blade row and outlet diffuser 
section) is illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Full annular 360° turbine section 
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Numerical simulations are carried out within ANSYS CFX and processed in CFX-Post and Matlab. A 
previous test campaign numerically simulating the full geometry with casing under operational 
boundary conditions has been used to extract a circumferentially averaged boundary condition at the 
turbine inlet (total pressure, total temperature and cartesian velocity direction) and outlet (static 
pressure). The numerical simulations are performed at the operational condition of 52.5% of maximum 
revolutions per minute. The circumferential averaging of unsteady flow profile effectually yields a 
steady state boundary conditions which averages out unsteady influences upstream and downstream 
of simulated configuration. Therefore, the resonant excitation EO5 at simulated operational condition 
might not be retrieved and instead the study will focus on correctly extracting excitation EO23 due to 
rotor-stator interactions.  
 
The full annular cross section includes an unequally spaced 23 stator blade row and 33 rotor blade 
row. The choice of blade count to be prime number is a typical industrial practise to reduce excitation 
frequencies and amplitudes arising from the superposition of harmonics of unsteady flowfields. The 23 
stator count is implemented by integrating 11 and 12 equally spaced blades across half of the domain 
each. The 33 rotor blades are evenly spaced. For simplicity a tuned configuration is assumed ignoring 
manufacturing variations and other inherent variations. The existing configuration due to stator row 
prime number blade count does not permit for a reduced blade count scaling while retaining an exact 
pitch ratio of unity (blade passage area ratio between rotor and stator). Hence, the stator count is 
scaled to 22 and 24 equally spaced blades by circumferentially expanding the 11 and 12 equally 
spaced blades respectively. This permits a reduction to 2 stator 3 rotor sections and to 8 stator and 11 
rotor sections with common integers 11 and 3 for the 22 and 24 stator count configurations 
respectively.  
 
An alternative strategy to reduce computational passage requirements is to implement time or 
frequency domain transformation strategies of the flow field. Such approaches adopt different 
strategies to reduce the dependency of the computational domain on simulated pitch ratios while 
accounting for correct time shifts in the flow field. In the following report, three time domain 
transformation techniques are investigated; Profile Transformation, Time Transformation and Fourier 
Transformation. 
 
Table 1. Simulation test cases 

Actual Reference Case Blade Count Scaling Flowfield Transformation 

23 stator & 33 rotor 

22 stator & 33 rotor 
OR 

2 stator & 3 rotor 

Profile Transformation 
Time Transformation 

Fourier Transformation 
24 stator & 33 rotor 

OR 
8 stator & 11 rotor 

Profile Transformation 
Time Transformation 

Fourier Transformation 
 
An in-depth assessment of each of the scaling and transformation techniques is detailed in 
subsequent sections. 

3.3 Steady State Simulation 

 
The following section describes the steady state numerical simulation. Steady state simulations in the 
following investigation are intended as part of a mesh sensitivity analysis and to identify expected flow 
features and phenomenon to validate the final mesh. Furthermore, the results of steady simulations 
provide an approximate/averaged solution of the flowfield which is used as initial conditions for the 
unsteady transient and time domain transformation techniques. 

3.3.1 Fundamental Steady State Simulation Parameters 

 
To resolve the flow parameters in the computational domain for steady state simulations, the 
Reynold’s Averaged Navier Stokes Equations (RANS) with the SST turbulence model [8] are solved. 
This follows recommendations for solution accuracy limited by available ANSYS CFX numerical 
parameters. However, the inherent capacity to show severe turbulence build up in stagnation region 
and incorrect representation of swirling flow limits the accuracy of the SST model as identified in 
ANSYS CFX [9]. The interface between the stator and rotor has been prescribed as a mixing plane as 
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first implemented by Denton et al. [10]. The radial flow interactions between adjacent blades rows are 
captured by passing the pitchwise averaged radial flow disturbance across the interface. The mixing 
plane approach is a well-established interface treatment strategy between blade rows used as part of 
steady simulation for various aerodynamic design applications. 

3.3.2 Grid Refinement Strategy 

 
The stator mesh has been constructed within ANSYS ICEM to accurately discretise the domain in lieu 
of unequal blade distribution in the cascade. This mesh is treated as a reference mesh having been 
previously validated in a prior test campaign.  
 
The rotor mesh is optimised in ANSYS Turbogrid within an equal blade count distribution in a cascade 
of 33. The mesh is defined with the following limiting constraints aimed at capturing wall unsteady flow 
parameter fluctuations/near wall physics in transient simulations: 
 

a) Total element count limited to less than 500k per passage to restrict computational time and 
memory. 

b) Boundary laver nodal count enforced at 10 to implement automatic near-wall treatment/mixed 
formulation for accurate viscous sublayer discretisation and near wall treatment. 

c) Non-dimensional near wall cell size (Y+) approximately 1 to accurately model boundary layer 
flow variables in low Reynold’s number (Re) flows. 

 
The Reynold’s number at the rotor interface under operational conditions is determined to be ~200k. It 
is suggested by Baskharone [11] that by below 200k, the loss coefficient as a dimensionless design 
parameter is no longer constant compromising the performance of a turbomachine. The following 
operational condition Reynold’s number lies on the border and conservatively is prescribed as a low 
Reynold’s number flow. In addition, mesh discretisation at the tip gap has been achieved with 10 
elements following the minimum requirements recommendation from ANSYS [9]. Simple tip gap 
treatments can induce inaccuracies in numerical predictions of highly non-linear flow effects e.g. 
shocks and so is used with caution in discretising the flow along the blade tip. 
 
A mesh convergence/sensitivity study was conducted contrasting the steady pressure distributions 
along 50% and 90% spanwise blade positions to determine an accurate final refinement strategy for 
the rotor. For the sake of brevity only the final mesh features are represented. Patched grids are 
enforced along blade passages in the same blade row and overlaid grids only for matching pitch ratio 
setups. 
 

 
Figure 5. Final mesh 22 stator 33 rotor configuration 

 
Table 2. Simulation grid information 

Blade Rows Element Location Element Count 
22 stator blades Total Elements 360k 
24 stator blades Total Elements 350k 

33 rotor blades 
Total Elements 470k 

Spanwise Elements 60 
Tip Gap Elements 10 
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Figure 6. Total pressure contour plot with number of cells in boundary layer 
 
It is apparent from Figure 6 that the requirement of having 10 nodes within the boundary layers is 
satisfied along both the pressure side (PS) and suction side (SS). It must be noted that close to the PS 
leading edge (LE) the nodal count drops to 8 nodes. This count grows rapidly towards the trailing edge 
(TE). Enhancement of this cells demands a refinement strategy which contradicts the mesh count 
requirement. Furthermore, as sufficient nodes have been enforced along a dominant portion of the SS, 
the refinement is left unchanged. 

 
The y+ distribution is maintained at a value ~1.5 to retain a value close to 1 without exceeding cell 
count requirements. A low y+ value is desired across the blade surface to have a small near wall cell 
size to capture the flow dynamics close to the blade surface. This is particularly crucial due to the low 
Re flow dynamics in the following problem and to enforce a boundary layer cell count of 10. The y+ 
plus requirements is relaxed across the blade tip due the applied wall function compensation in 
ANSYS CFX which allows for a variation between 20 and 200. 

3.3.3 Steady State Simulation Results 

 
To highlight relevant flow features and phenomena, a series of Mach number and entropy contour 
plots are illustrated in the following section at specified spanwise positions. The illustrations are for 
both 22 stators 33 rotors and 24 stators 33 rotors cases. Similar contour plots were obtained from the 
steady analysis of the actual 23 stators 33 rotors configurations and will be excluded from this report. 
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Figure 7. Normalised Mach number and entropy contour at 50% span for 22 stators 33 rotors 
configuration 

 

 

Figure 8. Normalised Mach number and entropy contour at 50% span for 24 stators 33 rotors 
configuration 

 
From entropy plots in both Figure 7 and Figure 8 the wake region along the trailing edge of both stator 
and rotor blade row is modelled along the flow direction as regions of high losses. The wake does not 
however, transit across the stator rotor interface due to the averaging of flow field as per mixing plane 
setup. Close inspection also reveals a growing boundary layer along the rotor blade surface from 
leading to trailing edge due to flow acceleration. Such an averaging of the flow profile along the rotor-
stator interface will as such not accurately transfer the unsteady flowfield/forcing across into the rotor 
domain. Accordingly, the unsteady blade loading across the rotor blade will not be accurately captured 
as an effect of rotor-stator interactions and a transient simulation of the interactions becomes 
paramount. 
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Figure 9. Normalised Mach number and entropy contour at 90% span for 22 stators 33 rotors  
 
Furthermore, the transonic nature of the flow as it is expanded through the turbine is captured. The 
occurrence of a Mach 1 flow contour along the throat of the stator passage depicts a trailing edge 
shock from an adjacent stator vane impinging on the suction side of the modelled vane. Such flow 
features were also recorded in previous research findings [12] and [13]. Along the rotor flow passage 
flow acceleration likewise leads to a trailing edge shock from an adjacent rotor impinging on the 
suction side of the modelled blade. In addition, as flow is rapidly accelerated, an attached shock is 
recorded close to the trailing edge along the suction side. Both shock phenomenon are interfere with 
the passing wake from neighbouring blades thus, dissecting the high Mach number contour. A much 
stronger shock is observed at 90% span illustrated in Figure 9. As expected a higher loading and flow 
turning close to the tip invokes greater flow acceleration and accordingly stronger shocks. The wake 
size close to the tip is also seen to increase due to tip leakage interactions with the wakes. 
 

  

Figure 10. Blade surface (left) and tip leakage (right) streamlines for 22 stator 33 rotors configuration 
 
From Figure 10, the surface streamlines demonstrate the flow being turned upwards at the hub and 
down wards close to the shroud due to end wall horseshoe vortices as part of end wall flow effects. In 
addition, the dominating effect of tip leakage causes flow at the tip to be turned towards the gap. The 
tip leakage phenomenon can be likewise represented using a 3D streamline plot along the blade tip. 
Streamlines are displayed for the 22 stator case although identical features are obtained for the 24 
stator case. The interaction between the tip leakage flow and shock might explain the large region of 
high Mach number flow at 90% span visualized in Figure 9. This interference between shock and tip 
leakage is not an isolated occurrence and has been considered by several authors but will not be dealt 
with further in this report. 
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Figure 11. Blade loading at 10%, 50% and 90% span (from top left clockwise) 

 
    

 

 
 (10) 

where p and q denotes the static pressure and dynamic pressure respectively 
 

From Figure 11, an identical pressure variation from LE to TE is recognised despite a change in stator 
count. This follows the knowledge that with a mixing plane interface assignment, only the unsteady 
pressure component is altered in harmonic order by a variation in blade count. Furthermore, the 
loading denoted by the area constrained between PS and SS pressure curve is seen to increase in 
spanwise direction. Following the definition of Euler’s Equation 11 for turbine loading, the variation in 
change of circumferential absolute velocity and increase in rotation speed spanwise dictates such a 
trend. The static pressure increase in a spanwise direction is predicted with the application of the 
radial equilibrium condition in turbomachinery Equation 12. A sudden drop in pressure along the TE 
PS at various spanwise position is attributed to the occurrence of a separation bubble and is also 
recorded by Rai et al. [14] for rotor interaction problems in a turbine. 
 
                 (11) 

  

 

  

  
 

  
 

 
 (12) 

where r, ω and Cθ denotes the radial position, frequency and circumferential absolute velocity 
component respectively 

3.4 Full Annular Time Transient Simulation 

 
A full annular transient simulation comprising 23 stators and 33 rotors in the following investigation is 
intended as the reference condition. Unlike a steady state simulation, a full cascade transient 
simulation is capable of capturing the full physics and interaction phenomenon within a 3D flowfield. 
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3.4.1 Simulation Parameters 

 
To resolve the flow parameters in the computational domain for transient simulations, the Unsteady 
Reynold’s Averaged Navier Stokes Equations (URANS) are implemented together with the Second 
Order Backward Euler numerical solver algorithm for second order solution accuracy. As an implicit 
time stepping scheme whereby the transport equations are simultaneously computed across all grid 
points, the implemented scheme is regarded as being unconditionally stable in numerics. Hence, the 
Courant Friderichs Levy (CFL) condition is not required to be strictly enforced. However, the presence 
of non-linearities with the Navier Stokes Equation and a need to correctly capture time fluctuating 
unsteadiness places a limit on the time resolution scheme. To prescribe a sufficient time resolution, a 
parametric timestep analyses is carried out as the primary tool used to determine a sufficient number 
of timesteps. Timestep independence is extracted from a convergence of flow parameters.  
 
To achieve faster convergence, the solution is initialised first from a steady state approximation 
followed by transient runs with increasing timestep per simulated turn until a converged number of 
timesteps is attained. To enhance convergence and given the complexity of the problem, the internal 
coefficient loops within an iteration are restricted to 1-10. To identify the convergent number of 
timestep per period, the zeroth and first harmonics of pressure signals retrieved along the mid chord at 
50% and 90% spanwise position across both pressure and suction side were contrasted. Furthermore, 
the global forces across the entire blade are also decomposed onto a frequency domain and its first 
two harmonics assessed for convergence. The choice of timesteps were extracted from a timestep 
independence sensitivity study carried out on the scaled blade count configurations due to practical 
considerations. The results indicate a convergence for the zeroth and first harmonic components at a 
timestep of 1600 per turn of the rotor.  
 
Table 3. Timestep increment to final time step for full annular turbine configuration 

Cases Timestep 1 Timestep 2 Timestep 3 Timestep 4 
1 256 512 800 1600 

3.4.2 Simulation Result 

 
To highlight relevant flow features and phenomenon, an instantaneous entropy contour plot is 
extracted along the midspan position for neighbouring stator and rotor blade passages. The interest 
being to demonstrate the transient interactions of wakes from the stator to the rotor domains. 
 

  
Figure 12. Entropy (left) and Normalised Mach number (right) contour at 50% span  

 
From Figure 12, the transient interaction of stator wake impinging on the rotor passage can be 
observed. The wake from stator is seen to flow into the rotor passage growing circumferentially and in 
a streamwise direction. As the rotor blade rotate circumferentially upwards, the wake is seen to first 
impinge on the LE PS of the first rotor blade and gradually migrate across to the LE SS of subsequent 
rotor blades before transiting again to the LE PS of the next blade. The wake along central blades are 
also seen to further impinge on the LE and PS of two neighbouring blade. The phenomenon of wake 
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migration is accordingly deemed to be well captured by the full transient simulation unlike a steady 
simulation. From the Mach contour in Figure 12, the standing shock at the rotor SS TE and shock from 
rotor TE PS impinging on the neighbouring rotor blade SS is recorded. This is identical to the SS 
prediction of shock due to flow acceleration through the turbine stage with significant acceleration 
along the throat region. The non-linear shock phenomena is accordingly well captured within a 
transient domain simulation. 
 

 
Figure 13. Entropy contour at 10% span  

 
The entropy plot at 10% span in Figure 13 shows identical wake migration across the rotor-stator 
interface. The magnitude of entropy contours are identical to entropy predictions at 50% span. This 
suggests minimal influence of end wall vortices arising from the stator hub and accordingly, the stator 
wake dominates the rotor forcing. It can be concurrently observed along the SS of the rotor domain a 
large region of losses arises close to the TE. This coincides with the turning flow effect captured in 
Figure 10 due to rotor end wall effects which interacts with the growing boundary layer. 

3.5 Scaled Geometry Time Transient Simulation 

 
The two scaled configurations in the following investigation are contrasted against the full annular 
case to underscore the effect of blade count scaling as depicted in Table 1. Moreover, the scaled 
simulations are independently used as the reference condition for the solutions from different 
transformation techniques for computational domain reduction. 

3.5.1 Theory of Geometry Scaling Approach 

 
Prime number blade count along stator and rotor blade rows make it impossible to extract a common 
integer for reducing blade passages for simulation while retaining a pitch ratio of unity. A workaround 
as performed in the following study is to change the stator or rotor blade count to a value permitting a 
common integer for blade count reduction. A pitch ratio of unity is retained between the stator and 
rotor passages. Direct periodicity is retained along the circumferential direction at the boundary of 
blade passages and across the rotor stator interfaces. The change in blade count can be represented 
by a scaling factor and possible scaling on both rotor and stator can be accounted for with a scaling 
ratio as highlighted in Equation 13 and 14. 
 
 

               
         

       

 (13) 

 
              

                    

                       
 (14) 
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This approach however, changes the actual test geometry and accordingly excitation orders 
introduced e.g.  excitations spread across 23 EO varied to 22 EO and 24 EO distinct excitations due to 
wake impingements. Accordingly the frequency content and amplitude of excitation signal are altered. 
Several authors have investigated the influence on such a scaling approach in the case of evenly 
spaced blades in a blade row. Mayorca [15] et al. has determined that an error of 10% and 25% can 
be expected for the first and second harmonic excitations respectively with a scaling ratio below 0.05. 
Harmonic amplitude and frequency correction proportional to scaling factors were adopted. Likewise 
Fruth et. al. and Jöcker et al. have studied how varying blade count influence the resulting forcing 
potential as part of numerical force studies [16], [17], [18] and [19]. 
 
Uniquely the current test case stator row is not configured with 23 equally spaced blades but a 
conjugation of 11 and 12 equally spaced blades. Thus, an equally spaced stator row configuration of 
22 and 24 can be easily constructed without the need the alter blade to chord ratios and blade 
geometries to retain the steady aerodynamic flow field. However, such an irregular spacing means that 
the signal reconstruction via amplitude and frequency correction with scaling factor might not be a 
feasible approach. The adopted scaling in the following study is highlighted in Table 4 . 
 
Table 4. Simulation scaled test cases 

Cases Stator Rotor Common Integer New Stator New Rotor 
1 (reference) 23 33 NA NA NA 

2 22 33 11 2 3 
3 24 33 3 8 11 

 

 

Figure 14. 2 stators 3 rotors (left) and 8 stators 11 rotors configuration (right) 

3.5.2 Simulation Parameters 

 
The simulation parameters in Section 3.4.1 are adopted as part of the timestep convergence 
assessment and number of turns to convergence/periodicity. In Figure 15, simulations period refer to 
the turn or revolution of a rotor. At a timestep count of 1600 the first harmonic pressures at four 
monitor points and forces along 3D cartesian directions converge within 15% and are considered as 
being timestep independent. The second harmonic parameters retain a maximum variation of 50% at 
1600 timesteps per turn. An extrapolation of error and practical considerations of computational time 
justify the choice of 3200 timesteps per turn as necessary discretisation for second harmonic 
convergence. For the flow passage simulated with 8 stators and 11 rotors, practical computational 
demands due to increased computational costs with simulated domain of 19 blade passages dictate a 
choice of 1600 timesteps per turn. Only the first harmonic pressure and force components will be 
compared as a larger timestep discretisation of 32. 
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Figure 15. Timestep convergence study for 2 stators 3 rotors  
 
The results of the number of turns to convergence/periodicity are used to determine the actual 
computational time necessary for a converged result. For brevity, only the final choice of turns and 
timesteps are highlighted in Table 5. 
 
Table 5. Timestep increment to final time step and convergent number of turns for scaled geometry 

Timesteps 256 512 800 1600 3200 
Turns to 

Convergence 
Case 2 3 4 4 2 2 
Case 3 3 4 4 2 - 

3.6 Time Inclination Time Domain Transformation Simulation 

 
The time inclination method represents the first transformation technique to be implemented in the 
following study. 

3.6.1 Theory of Time Inclination Approach (TT) 

 
The time inclination technique was introduced by Giles [4] as a strategy to reduce the computation 
demands of a full annular time transient simulation while still capturing time lagged periodic conditions 
of flow across blade passages due to unequal blade count in adjacent rows. The unique computational 
approach makes no assumption of temporal periodicity of the flow itself. The implementation strategy 
involves tilting the computational time domain. Effectively a coordinate transformation is introduced to 
represent a node at time t and its corresponding periodic node at time t+Δt. Accordingly, simple spatial 
periodicity or direct periodicity is enforced. The introduction of two sets of new temporal and spatial 
coordinates and their relationship is mathematically considered coordinate in Equation 15 to 18.  
 
      (15) 

      (16) 

 
     (17) 

 
     

  

  

  (18) 

where a, r, θ and t denotes the axial, radial, circumferential and temporal coordinates respectively and 
Δt and PR denote the time lag and pitch between rotor passages respectively 
 
Accordingly within ANSYS CFX, three independent time coordinates are introduced to account for the 
phase shift circumferentially between blade passages of the same blade row and between interacting 
adjacent blade passages and differences in timestep size across adjacent blade passages. Despite 
variation in timestep size, the number of timestep must be identical in both blade rows for 
simultaneous time marching as related in Equation 19.  
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where ΔtS and ΔtR denotes the time lag at stator and rotor domain respectively and PS and PR denote 
the pitch between stator passages and pitch between rotor passages respectively 
 
An important limitation of the time inclination approach is the existence of multiple physical time scales 
which demand complicated storage and reconstruction techniques. The variation of the flow variables 
with time are reconstructed with respect to the physical time (stator time coordinate) within ANSYS 
CFX solver module and also stored as Fourier coefficients of a single fundamental frequency (blade 
passing frequency for rotor stator interactions) in ANSYS CFX Post to address this shortcoming. It is 
apparent when applying the time inclination approach within ANSYS CFX that the advantage of 
capturing all unsteady fluctuations independent of a single dominating base frequency can only be 
exploited, by monitoring and retrieving important data throughout the run and not upon its conclusion. 
 
Another limitation of the time inclination approach is the demand of having a pitch ratio between stator 
and rotor close to 1 as indicated by Giles [4]. To circumvent this problem the simulated blade count 
can be increased or reduced to improve the pitch ratio but such an approach increases computational 
demands. In ANSYS CFX the limit of pitch ratio is defined as 0.75-1.35. The two cases investigated 
with time inclination have accordingly scaled stator and rotor count configuration to meet this 
requirement in pitch ratio. 
 
Table 6. Simulation time inclination test cases 

Cases Stator Rotor New Stator New Rotor Pitch Ratio 
4 22 33 1 2 0.75 
5 24 33 2 3 0.91 

3.6.2 Simulation Parameters 

 
A timestep independence analysis is carried out for the time inclination strategy. Here a simple 
comparison of unsteady pressures per period of stator unsteadiness are compared at 50% and 90% 
span along the PS and SS and prsented in Figure 16 and Figure 17. The choices of timesteps per 
stator unsteadiness period compared are highlighted in Error! Reference source not found.. 
 
Table 7. Timestep choice for time inclination 
Timesteps 40 80 120 160 200 

 

 

  Figure 16. Timestep convergence study at 50% span for 1 stator 2 rotors  
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  Figure 17. Timestep convergence study at 90% span for 1 stator 2 rotors  
 
The mean error at 160 timesteps per period is 3.5% from the solution computed with 200 timesteps. 
The final choice of timesteps to achieve an error below 7.5% (half of harmonic component error limit) 
is accordingly 160. The author has chosen to use 200 timesteps due to available simulation results 
and further enhancement of accuracy. 16 stator unsteadiness periods are deemed sufficient to 
achieve an error below 15% for the harmonics between corresponding periods indicating periodicity or 
a convergent solution. 

3.7 Fourier Method Time Domain Transformation Simulation 

3.7.1 Theory of Fourier Method (FT) 

 
The Fourier method to account for phase shift across flows in turbomachinery for unequal pitch ratios 
between adjacent blade rows was first introduced by He [7] in blade oscillation configurations. This 
was later extended to forced response applications by He [6] and by Gerolymos [5]. A fundamental 
assumption made within this technique is that the flow is periodic as first conceived in works by Kemp 
[20] and Tyler [21] . The implementation strategy involves the approximation of flow variables with a 
Fourier series. The necessary phase shift is then applied to the temporally summed Fourier 
coefficients of harmonic component in one period to retrieve the equivalent flow parameter at a 
periodic interface. Along the rotor stator interface, double periodicity occurs both temporally and 
spatially. This is accounted for within the Fourier approach by expressing the signal with a double 
Fourier decomposition with respect to time and the circumferential direction. Mathematically this is 
described by Equations 20 to 27 from Gerolymos [5]. 
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where U, A and B refer to an arbitrary flow variable and Fourier coefficients respectively, nh and nt the 
number of harmonics and time steps respectively and NS, NR, P and Φ the number of stators, number 
of rotors, pitch between blade passages and phase shift respectively 
 
In ANSYS CFX, two passages must be simulated to reduce the number of cycles needed for 
convergence by improving inherent solution accuracy. With such a strategy the Fourier coefficients are 
stored along the central domain separating the two passages and subjected to relevant phase shift to 
retrieve the solution along periodic boundaries. Here periodicity of the solution at the central domain is 
used as an indication of solution convergence. It is also explained that within the implementation 
strategy in ANSYS CFX, for a transient rotor stator interaction an optimising algorithm is used 
internally to optimise the number of Fourier coefficients capped to 7.  
 

 
Figure 18. ANSYS CFX Fourier Method Implementation [9] 

 
The limitation of this approach is that phenomenon which are asynchronous with the blade passing 
frequencies will not be modelled. In addition, the procedure involving the Fourier decomposition of 
signals to retrieve the Fourier coefficients and inverse Fourier decomposition of signal to be time 
marched to convergence demands additional computational resources. This in theory would lead to a 
larger computational requirement for the Fourier method as opposed to the time inclination approach. 

Table 8. Simulation Fourier method cases 
Cases Stator Rotor New Stator New Rotor 

6 22 33 2 2 
7 24 33 2 2 

3.7.2 Simulation Parameters 

 
A timestep independence analysis is carried out for the Fourier method adopting identical timesteps 
per period to Section 3.6.2. The mean error at 160 timesteps per stator unsteadiness period is 7%. 
Timestep 160 is deemed sufficient as part of a timestep independence study as it lies below the 
assigned limit of 15%. Following the practise to improve on solution accuracy, the solution at timestep 
200 is used for subsequent analysis. In the following analysis 22 periods is deemed sufficient for 
periodicity of solution. 
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 Figure 19. Timestep convergence study at 50% span for 2 stators 2 rotors (Case 6) 
 

 

 Figure 20. Timestep convergence study at 90% span for 2 stators 2 rotors (Case 6) 

3.8 Profile Scaling Time Domain Transformation Simulation 

3.8.1 Theory of Profile Transformation (PT) 

 
The profile scaling approach is a technique used to scale the flowfield profile between computational 
domains introduced as part of ANSYS software applications [9]. This in the process reduces the 
computational demands of a full annular time transient simulation by allowing for a reduced number of 
passages to be simulated. The flow profile is simply stretched or compressed across the domain 
interfaces to account for the variation in pitch by forcing an identical pitch. No direct limit on pitch ratio 
is imposed enabling significant reductions in computational demands. 
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Figure 21. ANSYS CFX Profile Transformation Implementation [9] 

 
A direct periodicity is enforced at circumferential periodic points and between the rotor stator interfaces 
without accounting for any circumferential or interfacial phase lag. A major limitation is that this 
approach will not accurately capture flow variables frequency at its base and higher order harmonics 
due to the disregard of time/frequency shift. It must be mentioned that the solution accuracy can be 
enhanced with an improvement in pitch ratio closer to unity.  

Table 9. Simulation profile transformation cases 
Cases Stator Rotor New Stator New Rotor Pitch Ratio 

8 22 33 1 2 0.75 

3.8.2 Simulation Parameters 

 
A timestep independence analysis is carried out for the profile transformation method adopting 
identical timesteps per period to Section 3.6.2. Timestep 120 is deemed sufficient as part of the 
timestep independent investigation and the final choice of 160 is adopted. Likewise 13 periods is 
deemed sufficient for periodicity in solution within an error of 15%. 
 
 

 
 Figure 22. Timestep convergence study at 50% span for 1 stator 2 rotors 
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 Figure 23. Timestep convergence study at 90% span for 1 stator 2 rotors 

3.9 Time Domain Transformation Results and Analysis 

 
To validate the application of blade passage reductions strategies i.e. time inclination, Fourier method 
and profile transformation the following test cases are contrasted. 
 
Table 10. Simulation time domain transformation comparison cases 

Reference Test Case Time Transformation Techniques 

Case 2 (Blade Count Scaling 2 stator 3 rotor) 
Case 4 (TT 1 stator 2 rotor) 
Case 6 (FT 2 stator 2 rotor) 
Case 8 (PT 1 stator 2 rotor) 

Case 3 (Blade Count Scaling 8 stator 11 rotor) 
Case 5( TT 2 stator 3 rotor) 
Case 7 (FT 2 stator 2 rotor) 

 
Connell et al. [22][23]  had previously investigated the application of such time domain transformation 
approaches on a high pressure and low pressure test turbine configuration. The various approaches 
with regards to aerodynamic performance parameters e.g. efficiency, work, mass flow etc. and the 
capacity of each technique to capture the unsteady physics of the flow interactions were compared. In 
conjunction, a study by Ruhr Universität Bochum [13] attempted to verify the time inclination and 
profile transformation approaches through comparison of local unsteady pressures at specific 
positions along a turbine blade and unsteady forces along the blade midspan. In the study of 
aerodynamic disturbance forces for forced response however, the interest is on the specific harmonics 
content of relevant flow parameters which contribute to resonant amplitudes extracted from the 
Campbell Diagram. Accordingly, the performance parameters which are largely influenced by steady 
aerodynamics and global unsteady force and pressure signals are insufficient.  
 
Another analysis of available transformation methods was carried out by Srivastava et al. [24][25] for 
oscillating fan blades. Both the time inclination and Fourier Methods were validated against a 
linearized Euler analysis [26] and a 2D analytical linear theory [27]. The harmonic content of work per 
blade oscillation cycle and pressure differences along the blade midspan were contrasted. These 
results are however focused on parameters for a blade oscillation simulation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the following study to contrast the results for a forced response analysis, the following parameters 
are considered: 
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 Harmonic content of blade force amplitude  

 Total generalised blade force amplitude 

 Harmonic content of midspan blade force amplitude  

 Harmonic content of pressure amplitude along local monitor points  

 Computational cost per computer core 

 

Figure 24. Monitor points for convergence studies (left) and midspan location on blade (right) 
 
Monitor points for harmonic pressure component comparisons have been chosen along both 50% and 
90% spanwise positions to account for radial variations in flow field. Moreover at 50% spanwise 
positions monitor points have been allocated at different chordwise positions to capture the unsteady 
flow field variations from LE to TE. 

3.9.1 Total Blade Force Amplitude 

 
The unsteady component of blade force in cartesian directions represents the stimulus or excitation 
acting on the blade as part of a forced response analysis highlighted in Equation 1. In practice, 
knowledge of resonant crossings on the Campbell diagram allow for extraction of specific harmonic 
content of the unsteady forces for analysis. In the following study, an arbitrary order of harmonic is 
investigated as part of a generalised verification strategy of the time transformation approaches. For 
the first scaled configuration with 2 stators and 3 rotors from Table 10, a low number of blade 
passages to be simulated permit a refined timestep discretisation to 3200 timesteps per turn. 
Accordingly, the zeroth, first (EO22) and second (EO44) harmonic components can be contrasted 
against the respective data outputs with flowfield transformation approaches; case 4 (TT), case 6 (FT) 
and case 8 (PT). A larger computational domain for the second scaled configuration with 8 stators and 
11 rotors practically prevent a refined timestep discretisation. Instead a choice of 1600 timesteps per 
turn is enforced. As such only the zeroth and first (EO24) harmonic components will be considered. 
The blade force harmonic content in all cases have been normalised with respect to data from the 
respective scaled reference configuration. In addition, cartesian directions X, Y and Z in the following 
numerical set-up correspond to directions radial, circumferential and meridional components 
respectively. 
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Figure 25. Total force amplitude with scaled 2 stators 3 rotors reference 
 

 

Figure 26. Total force amplitude with scaled 8 stators 11 rotors reference 
 
The results for zeroth, first and second total blade force harmonic amplitude and frequency are 
highlighted in Figure 25 and Figure 26. The harmonic components have been normalised with respect 
to the results obtained from scaled reference harmonics. A distinct frequency shift of 25% is recorded 
in the first and second harmonic force components with a profile transformation strategy implemented 
for the first scaled configuration in Figure 25. Moreover a large error is recorded in the first harmonic 
force component amplitude with the profile transformation strategy when compared to the scaled blade 
count case and other flowfield transformation strategy. A larger error is obtained when comparing the 
second harmonic component in excess of 100%. The absence of any time/phase lag implementations 
at the interface and periodic boundaries lead to incorrect flow interactions between flow at periodic 
boundaries and the interface. While the zeroth harmonic or steady state component is unaffected, the 
harmonic content are largely dictated by the spatial and temporal dynamics of the flow. Hence, the 
direct stretching of flow profile across the stator rotor interface to compensate for a non-unity pitch 
during blade passage reduction is seen to be clearly ineffective. In line with this conclusion, profile 
transformation is not applied when comparing to a reference scaled configuration comprising 8 stators 
and 11 rotors i.e. case 3 from Table 10. 
 
The specific harmonic force component error when adopting the time inclination and Fourier methods 
compared against the references scaled configurations are represented in  Figure 27, Figure 28 and 
Table 11. 
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Figure 27. Harmonic error comparison with scaled 2 stators 3 rotors reference 
 

  

Figure 28. Harmonic error comparison with scaled 8 stators 11 rotors reference 
 
Table 11. Harmonic total force amplitude error  

 Case 2  
(2 stator 3 rotor Scaling) 

Case 3  
(8 stator 11 rotor Scaling) 

Case 4 (TT) Case 6 (FT) Case 5 (TT) Case 7 (FT) 

Maximum 
Error (%) 

0
th
 Harmonic 0.06 0.17 0.10 0.22 

1
st
 Harmonic 1.80 12.5 5.08 6.58 

2
nd

 Harmonic 13.0 14.8 - - 
 
From Table 11, the time inclination strategy is shown to have an error of less than 5% for the first 
harmonic component in both configurations. The error increases to 15% for the second harmonic. 
Such an increase is attributed to a smaller amplitude signal at higher order harmonics which amplify 
the error magnitude. The Fourier method is seen to produce harmonic component with errors between 
10% and 15%. The implementation strategy of the Fourier method caps the maximum number of 
harmonics stored along the periodic and stator rotor interface to 7. The process of performing a single 
Fourier decomposition at the periodic interface and double Fourier decomposition at the stator rotor 
interface for storage and subsequent inverse Fourier decomposition is limited in accuracy by the 
number of Fourier coefficients stored. Accordingly, the frequency content of the unsteady flow 
parameter at the end of each timestep is limited by the number of coefficients used to reconstruct the 
signal. It can be postulated that as the prescribed harmonic order is increased for Fourier coefficients 
solved the solution error will decrease. ANSYS recommends avoiding varying the coefficient setting 
(“expert parameter beta feature”) for the current release version.  
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3.9.2 Total Generalised Force across Blade 

 
Generalised force represents the mode excitability at a specific mode under unsteady loading [28]. 
This is modelled through a superposition of blade surface harmonic force with mode shape deflection. 
The computation of generalised force is highlighted here from Equation 28 to 30. 
 
 

                              (28) 

 

             
                                         

                        
 (29) 

 

                                

           

   
  (30) 

 
In the following study, the operational condition and excitation order captured do not correspond to a 
resonance condition. Accordingly, only the force distribution and its interactions with eigenmodes in 
Figure 2 will be highlighted with the goal of validation the time domain transformation approaches. For 
this purpose the two eigenmodes of interest will be superimposed with the first harmonic force from 
simulated scaled and flowfield transformation approaches. Profile transformation will not be regarded 
in this analysis due to its insufficient accuracy. The generalised force has been normalised with 
respect to the results obtained from the respective scaled reference generalised force data. 
 

 
Figure 29. Total generalised force comparison with scaled 2 stators 3 rotors reference 

 

 
Figure 30. Total generalised force comparison with scaled 8 stators 11 rotors reference 
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The specific harmonic force component error when adopting the time inclination and Fourier methods 
compared against the references scaled configurations are represented in  Figure 31 and Table 12. 
 

  
Figure 31. Total generalised force comparison with scaled 2 stator 3 rotor (left) and scaled 8 stators 11 

rotors (right) 
 

Table 12. Generalised force amplitude error  
 Case 2 

 (2 stator 3 rotor Scaling) 
Case 3  

(8 stator 11 rotor Scaling) 
Case 4 (TT) Case 6 (FT) Case 4 (TT) Case 6 (FT) 

Maximum 
Error (%) 

Mode shape 1 1.93 0.79 3.94 2.71 
Mode shape 2 7.92 1.06 2.00 0.66 

 
From Table 12, both the time inclination and Fourier method indicate an error below the limit of 15%. 
In particular the Fourier method consistently reproduces solution with error below 5%. The time 
inclination technique produces a larger error of 8% at the mode shape 2 albeit within reasonable limits 
prescribed as 15%. Hence, despite the inaccuracy introduced by a limited choice of Fourier 
coefficients in reconstructing the flow and the inability to correctly capture strong local non-linear 
features for the Fourier method to be highlighted in Section 3.9.4, it is deemed sufficient due to its 
ability to represent overall response behaviour well. The time inclination strategy despite its lower 
accuracy is sufficient. 

3.9.3 Midspan Blade Force Amplitude 

 
A more localised comparison can be carried out by comparing the stimulus as a specific location along 
the blade span. Following a choice of midspan surface by Witteck [13] as an appropriate spanwise 
location for such comparisons, the results for zeroth, first and second force harmonics amplitude and 
frequency are contrasted. Again, the harmonic components have been normalised with respect to the 
results obtained from scaled reference harmonics. The comparison of midspan force harmonic 
components along the meridional, radial and circumferential directions and the errors when comparing 
the harmonic data of the time inclination, Fourier method and profile transformation against the scaled 
blade count references cases are illustrated in Figure 32, Figure 33, Figure 34, Figure 35 and Table 
13. 
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Figure 32. Midspan force amplitude with scaled 2 stators 3 rotors reference 
 

 

Figure 33. Midspan force amplitude with scaled 8 stators 11 rotors reference 
 

    

Figure 34. Harmonic error comparison with scaled 2 stators 3 rotors reference 
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Figure 35. Harmonic error comparison with scaled 8 stators 11 rotors reference 
 

Table 13. Harmonic midspan force amplitude error  
 Case 2 

 (2 stator 3 rotor Scaling) 
Case 3 

 (8 stator 11 rotor Scaling) 
Case 4 (TT) Case 6 (FT) Case 4 (TT) Case 6 (FT) 

Maximum 
Error (%) 

0
th
 Harmonic 0.10 0.14 0.53 0.74 

1
st
 Harmonic 1.85 5.00 7.52 5.94 

2
nd

 Harmonic 2.17 4.07 - - 
 
A large discrepancy in amplitude and frequency is recorded with the profile transformation 
implementation. From Table 13, identical error of between 5% and 10% is recorded for both time 
inclination and Fourier methods. Similar to Section 3.9.1, the error falls within the assigned limits. It is 
interesting to note similar error between the time inclination and Fourier method which suggests that 
along the midspan the Fourier coefficient count is sufficient to correctly reconstruct the flowfield. 
Indeed complex flow features such as tip leakage and end wall flows occur along the tip gap and hub 
which contain larger frequency content and necessitate larger number of Fourier coefficients. 

3.9.4 Local Point Pressure Amplitude 

 
Pressure extracted from local monitor points along the blade surface from Figure 24 are decomposed 
into their harmonic components and contrasted. The errors are also compared below to illustrate a 
highly localised analysis of the flowfield transformation techniques capability. The harmonic pressure 
components have been normalised with respect to the results obtained from scaled reference 
harmonic pressure data. 
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Figure 36. Midspan force amplitude with scaled 2 stators 3 rotors reference 

 

 

 
Figure 37. Midspan force amplitude with scaled 8 stators 11 rotors reference 
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Figure 38. Pressure harmonic error comparison with scaled 2 stators 3 rotors reference 
 

  

Figure 39. Pressure harmonic error comparison with scaled 8 stators 11 rotors reference 
 

Table 14. Harmonic midspan force amplitude error  
 Case 2  

(2 stator 3 rotor Scaling) 
Case 3 

 (8 stator 11 rotor Scaling) 
Case 4 (TT) Case 6 (FT) Case 4 (TT) Case 6 (FT) 

Maximum 
Error (%) 

0
th
 Harmonic 0.07 0.26 0.23 0.43 

1
st
 Harmonic 12.2 12.2 7.65 12.2 

2
nd

 Harmonic 6.22 9.37 - - 
 

The results from Table 14 exclude the first harmonic pressure data from the Fourier method at monitor 
point 3. In general, the error for both transformation methods fall within 15%. Identical results between 
the time inclination and Fourier method across most monitor points suggest sufficient Fourier 
coefficients in the solution process with the Fourier method. A distinct error is recorded at monitor 
point 3 with the Fourier method. In the Fourier method superposition is implemented along the periodic 
and stator rotor interfaces to store Fourier coefficients. This enforces the condition of linearity. From 
Figure 40 below, at monitor point 3 a strong trailing edge shock is seen to influence the flow field. The 
shock retains a largely non-linear behaviour which is not correctly captured with an assumption of 
linearity within the Fourier method. Similar behaviour was observed by Srivastava et al. [25] for a 
shock appearing along the blade passage during a blade oscillation cycle. 
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Figure 40. Mach number contour at midspan with scaled 2 stators 3 rotors 
 

3.9.5 Computational Demands 

 
A key consideration in the implementation of such time domain transformation is their computational 
reductions. Here the computational demands are contrasted and normalised by the computational 
costs of the relevant scaled reference cases. 
 
Table 15. Computational cost comparison 

Test Cases Method Blade Count (S/R) Reduced Blade Count (S/R) CPU 
2 Scaled blade count 

22/33 
2/3  1 

4 Time inclination 1/2  0.091 
5 Fourier method 2/2  0.233 
6 Scaled blade count 

24/33 
8/11  1 

7 Time inclination 2/3  0.086 
8 Fourier method 2/2  0.096 

 
Significant computational runtime savings are recorded with the implementation of both time inclination 
and Fourier methods. With a scaled blade count permitting a reduction to 5 passages, the time 
inclination and Fourier methods boast a runtime of approximately 10% and 20% respectively. With a 
scaled blade count permitting a reduction to 19 passages, this increases for the time inclination and 
Fourier methods to 9% and 10% respectively. It is also important to note that with the Fourier method 
blade count passages are fixed at 4. In time inclination enforcement this is adapted to achieve a pitch 
ratio 0.75-1.3. It can be approximated that the CPU time for a Fourier method fall below that of the 
time inclination approach when 5 passages are necessary for time inclination application. A distinct 
computational cost savings is achieved with the application of both flowfield transformation 
approaches as demonstrated across two test configurations. Moreover as highlighted above no 
significant compromise in solution accuracy with regards to harmonic components of interest are 
incurred.  
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3.10 Blade Count Scaling Results and Analysis 

 
Each of the time domain flowfield transformation approaches; time inclination, Fourier method and 
profile transformation have been verified against a stator blade count which has been scaled to either 
22 or 24 equally spaced blades. The actual turbine configuration however is constructed with 11 and 
12 independently equally spaced blades across half of the stator blade row each. As simple frequency 
or amplitude scaling as explained in Section 3.5.1 is insufficient. Instead an innovative signal patching 
method is implemented as part of a reconstruction effort of the original annular configuration signal. 
The test cases to for signal reconstruction will be the 2 stators 3 rotors and 8 stators 11 rotors 
configuration to avoid errors introduced with the flowfield transformation assumptions. The 
reconstructed signal is then compared to the data obtained from a full 23 stators 33 rotors simulation. 
 
Table 16. Scaled configuration comparison cases 

Reference Test Case Scaled Test Case 

Case 1 (23 stator 33 rotor) 
Case 2 (2 stator 3 rotor) 
Case 3 (8 stator 11 rotor) 

 
To reconstruct the aerodynamic disturbance force signal in the reference annular configuration, the 
following parameters are considered: 
 

 Harmonic content of blade force amplitude  

 Total generalised blade force amplitude 

3.10.1 Total Blade Force Amplitude 

 
Before reconstructing the blade force amplitude, the time domain signal of the original configuration 
and scaled configurations are contrasted. Here the signals from both scaled configurations with 2 
stators and 3 rotors and 8 stators and 11 rotors have been normalised by the data from the full annular 
reference configuration with 23 stators and 33 rotors. The cartesian directions X, Y and Z, assigned to 
force components  in Figure 41, Figure 42, Figure 43 and Figure 44 correspond to cylindrical force 
components radial, circumferential and meridional respectively based on assignment in ANSYS CFX. 
Period in this case refers to revolution or turns of the rotor blade row. 
 
From the plot Figure 41, the original 23 stators signal can be distinguished as a patchwork 
construction of the two signal with 22 equally spaced stators and 24 equally spaced stators. The 
rotational direction dictates that the 11 stator section is first encountered through the initial half 
rotation. The signal transits into the 12 equally spaced stators region for the subsequent half rotation. 
Accordingly, the 23 stators 33 rotors blade force signal appears to be a patching of the 22 stators 33 
rotors signal for the first half period and the 24 stators 33 rotors signal for the second half period. It 
must however, be highlighted that a transition region or signal variation is recorded for the 23 stator 
signal between the 11 and 12 equally spaced stator passages. The reconstruction of this transition 
region might demand an overlapping of the signal from both scaled stator count configurations. In the 
following study, the influence of the transition region is disregarded. The signal patching is done by 
combining half a period signal from the 22 stators and 24 stator signals. It is also important at this 
stage, to identify the difference of the signal amplitude in the radial direction or cartesian X. This 
variation is not reproduced in the circumferential (cartesian Y) and meridional (cartesian Z) direction. 
The effect of this variation will be discussed in subsequent sections.  
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Figure 41. Total force amplitude with 23 stators 33 rotors (top), 22 stators 33 rotors (middle) and 24 
stators 33 rotors (bottom) 

 
The reconstructed or patched signal is illustrated on a time domain in Figure 42 and as a frequency 
spectrum in Figure 43 with the time domain signal subjected to necessary Fourier decomposition. 
Here the blade forces in radial, circumferential and meridional direction are compared between the 
original 23 stators 33 rotors blade time signal and harmonic content and the reconstructed signal. The 
force signal for each of the cylindrical force components and total blade force have been normalised 
by respective data from the original 23 stators 33 rotors configuration. 
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Figure 42. Total force amplitude with reference (top) and reconstructed signal (bottom) 
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Figure 43. Total force amplitude with reference (top) and reconstructed signal (bottom) 
 
From forces in the circumferential direction, meridional direction and total force in Figure 42, variations 
in the patched and original signal can be attributed to overlooking the transition region. However, in 
Figure 43 it is apparent that the transition region does not play a crucial on the first harmonic 
amplitudes. In this case, the first harmonic amplitudes are taken to be that at 22EO, 23EO and 24EO 
attributed to rotor-stator interactions. With regards to the radial forces however, the reconstructed 
signal does not accurately reproduce the expected first harmonic amplitudes. The amplitudes appear 
to be under predicted in magnitude for the reconstructed signal. Despite the variation of reconstructed 
and original signal in the radial direction, the primary parameter of total blade force is unaffected by 
the radial discrepancy. This due to the small amplitude load in the radial direction. The specific errors 
incurred with reconstruction at EO22, EO23 and EO24 are illustrated in Figure 44 and Table 17. 
 
An analysis of the reconstructed data suggested a maximum error of 9.15%, 9.06% and 5.17% for 
total blade force, meridional force component and circumferential force component respectively. These 
values of variation are regarded as being acceptable given a maximum allowance of 15% for harmonic 
component predictions. Hence, despite the simplicity of patching force signals together on a time 
domain the resulting  total blade force, meridional force component and circumferential force 
component can be well predicted. The novel patching approach to reconstruct data for a unequally 
spaced stator blade row with 11 and 12 stators on each half is seen to be effective. A larger error with 
a maximum value of 61.5% was recorded on the radial component of force. However, in effect the 
radial force component magnitude is approximately a quarter of that of the meridional force component 
and circumferential force component. Moreover, a negligible effect of such a variation is seen on the 
total blade force harmonic component. Hence, the radial force influence is overlooked. 
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Figure 44. Blade force error comparison with scaled 23 stators 33 rotors case 1 reference 
 

Table 17. Harmonic total force amplitude error  
 Error (%) 

FX FY FZ F total 

Engine Order 
(EO) 

22 61.7 4.79 1.86 4.12 
23 42.5 5.17 9.06 9.15 
24 31.5 2.86 0 0.50 

3.10.2 Total Generalised Force across Blade 

 
The generalised force is also compared for the reference configuration signal and reconstructed 
signal. In this case, the reconstruction via signal patching as described above has been done on a 
nodal level. This means that the time domain force signals have been patched for each node in the 
grid rather then summing up total blade forces in cylindrical directions. The nodal forces have been 
then subjected to a Fourier transformation for frequency domain representation and superimposed 
onto two mode shapes identical to Section 3.9.2. The generalised force data for the reconstructed 
signal have been normalised with respect to the results obtained from the reference configuration. The 
generalised force comparison and specific errors incurred with reconstruction at EO22, EO23 and 
EO24 are illustrated in Figure 45, Figure 46 and Table 18. 
 

 

Figure 45. Total generalised force comparison with reference and patched signal  
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Figure 46. Total generalised force error comparison with scaled 23 stators 33 rotors case 1 reference 
 

Table 18. Generalised force amplitude error  
 Error (%) 

Mode 1 Mode 2 

Engine Order 
(EO) 

22 7.62 9.25 
23 19.4 17.1 
24 2.86 7.91 

 
From Table 18, the maximum errors in generalised force with a reconstruction of blade forcing are 
9.25% and 7.91% for EO22 and EO24 respectively both at mode 2. for EO23 however, this error 
increases to 19.4% at mode 1. Unlike total blade forcing, the reconstruction effort in computing 
generalised force is performed on a nodal level. Hence, local grid wise variations of force and their 
superposition with nodal deflections are accounted for.   This increase in error is thus, attributed to the 
local variation of forces across the blade surface.  
 
To assess the variations due to local force distributions, local generalised force contour plots can be 
retrieved across the PS and SS of the central blade surface. These plots are illustrated below for both 
modes 1 and 2 at the EO22, EO23 and EO24 respectively in Figure 47, Figure 48 and Figure 49. The 
magnitudes of force have been fixed but excluded from the plots due to confidentiality. The contours 
however are prescribed with identical colour ranges. 
 
Figure 47 and Figure 49 represent EO22 and EO24 excitations respectively superimposed with mode 
1 and mode 2 deflections. Identical distribution of local generalised forces are recoded between the 
original 23 stators 33 rotors data and the reconstructed signal both on PS and SS. This coincides with 
data from Table 18 where errors lie below 10% for both excitation orders. At EO23 from Figure 48 
however, the distribution of local generalised force across the blade surface for the reconstructed 
signal differs from the original signal data at both modes. While the maximum and minimum 
generalised forces occur at identical positions for the original and reconstructed signal, the local force 
appears more smeared out with the reconstruction effort. This variations can be attributed to the lack 
of an overlapping region when signal patching was performed and the variations in radial force 
components. Improved patching and an in-depth investigation into radial force variations is necessary 
to improve generalised force predictions to achieve an error with reconstruction below 15%.  
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Figure 47. Local generalised force distribution with original (top) and reconstructed signal (bottom) for 
EO22 mode 1 (left) and mode 2 (right) 

  

Figure 48. Local generalised force distribution with original (top) and reconstructed signal (bottom) for 
EO23 mode 1 (left) and mode 2 (right) 

 

  

Figure 49. Local generalised force distribution with original (top) and reconstructed signal (bottom) for 
EO24 mode 1 (left) and mode 2 (right) 
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3.10.3 Computational Demands 

 
A key consideration in the implementation of a blade count scaling and the related signal 
reconstruction approach is the computational reductions. Here the computational demands are 
contrasted and have been normalised by the computational costs of the 23 stators 33 rotors reference 
simulation. 
 
Table 19. Computational cost comparison 
Test Cases Method Blade Count (S/R) Reduced Blade Count (S/R) CPU 

1 Unscaled blade count 23/33 -  1 
2 Scaled blade count 22/33 2/3 0.095 
3 Scaled blade count 24/33 8/11 0.325 

 
Significant computational runtime savings are recorded with the implementation of a blade count 
scaling and signal reconstruction approach. It can be inferred that running two separate simulations 
with a reduced blade count due to scaling amount to 40% of a full annular simulation. Moreover, if the 
scaling approach is used in conjunction to the time inclination and Fourier methods, the runtime 
dramatically decreases. The time inclination and Fourier method used in conjunction with a scaling 
and signal reconstruction approach computational cost’s drop to 4% and 5% of the full runtime 
respectively. It is apparent that subject to accurate reconstruction of radial forcing components the 
blade count scaling, time domain flow field transformation methods and necessary reconstruction 
effort allow for an efficient approach for forcing predictions for rotor-stator interaction problems. 

3.11 Summary of Rotor-Stator Interactions Analysis 

 
At this stage, the applications of the time inclination technique, Fourier method and profile 
transformation strategy can be revisited. These flow field transformation approaches have been 
applied with respect to two equally spaced stator configurations which have been scaled from the 
original annular configuration. The comparison of harmonic content from total blade force, midspan 
blade force, local pressure monitor points and global generalised force give an insight into the 
effectiveness of each approach to correctly capture the aerodynamic disturbance force component of 
interest for a forced response computation. It is apparent that the time inclination technique works well 
in its capacity to correctly represent the zeroth, first and second blade passing harmonics up to an 
accuracy of 8%. This with significant computational cost savings depending on the necessary 
computational domain modelled. A limitation with this approach is however the limit enforced on pitch 
ratio. Accounting for this limit may involve an increase of modelled computational domain which 
increases computational runtime. Likewise the Fourier method fairs well with an error of 9%. However, 
the linear nature of the flow representation using Fourier Coefficients, limit its capabilities to correctly 
model strong local non-linear phenomena such as strong shocks. This may limit its application to 
flowfields with highly non-linear phenomena. Although a larger computational time is required due to 
the need to perform a Fourier decomposition and inverse transformation during the solution stage, an 
advantage is the fixed passage independent of pitch ratio. Unsteadiness with this approach is limited 
to blade passing frequencies. The profile transformation approach is able to capture the zeroth 
harmonic component but is insufficient for higher harmonics. Inaccuracies have not only been 
recorded in frequency but also amplitude rendering this approach insufficient. 
 
In practise, the actual turbine configuration comprises unequally spaced stator counts. Hence, the two 
scaled geometries have been subjected to a reconstruction effort to recover the full annular data. For 
this purpose, global parameters of interest, global generalised force and total blade forcing and local 
parameters; local generalised force have been compared. The results show that a simple signal 
patching of the signals from the two scaled configuration can be used to recover the original annular 
configuration signal relatively accurately. This is particularly the case for the total blade force, 
circumferential blade force and meridional blade force. The relative error  with radial components is 
larger. However, its effect on the total blade force is limited. Local generalised force distributions are 
also well defined with the reconstructed signal. Total generalised force however records errors of up to 
20%. Crucially the total computational time with the use of a scaled configurations which allow for 
blade count reduction is 40% of the total annular 23 stators 33 rotors simulation cost. This 
computational demand can be further reduced with the use of time inclination and Fourier methods to 
4% and 5% of the total annular 23 stators 33 rotors simulation cost respectively. 
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4 Flutter Analysis of a single-stage transonic Turbine 
 
Flutter in turbomachinery describes an aeroelastic self-excitation phenomenon involving the interaction 
between aerodynamic damping forces and the initiating structural dynamics of the configuration. An 
inherent distinction between flutter and forced response arises from its description; being a self-excited 
phenomenon. In effect, blade oscillations in natural eigenmodes induce a changing unsteady pressure 
field around the configuration. The interaction of this unsteady pressure field with the turbomachine 
structural dynamics amounts to an unsteady forcing component termed an aerodynamic damping 
force. The influence of such an aerodynamic damping force can generate a negative work (energy 
dissipative) or a positive work (energy contributing) across the configuration surface depending on the 
aeroelastic modes of the configuration. In the latter circumstances, the eigenmodes are energised 
leading to an increase in vibratory behaviour amounting to HCF. This phenomenon is termed flutter. 
 
                                    (31) 

 
From Equation 1, an expansion of the unsteady loading can be performed to consider the independent 
effect of the aerodynamic disturbance forces and aerodynamic damping forces shown in Equation 31. 
An assumption of small vibration amplitude permits such a linear assumption of force interactions as 
explained by Nipkau[29] and Schmitt [30]. If the components of disturbance forces are prescribed to 
be negligible a structural dynamic analysis is aimed at evaluating the aeroelastic solution and stability 
criterion. If however, the components of aerodynamic damping forces are assigned to be zero, then 
the analysis is focused on a forced response analysis without any consideration of aerodynamic 
damping influence. Crucially, the present thesis is intended to concurrently study both the 
aerodynamic disturbance force and damping force influence on a numerical forced response analysis. 
 
The following section details the numerical procedure of extracting the aerodynamic damping force to 
be mathematically projected within a structural dynamic solver or FE code.  
 
The following section details the numerical procedure of extracting the aerodynamic damping force. To 
compute the associated response behaviour the damping force data is concurrently integrated with the 
disturbance force data within a structural dynamic solver. This element of final response computation 
is not within the scope of this report 

4.1 Mathematical Description of Aerodynamic Damping Computations 

4.1.1 Definition of Aeroelastic Travelling Wave Modes 

 
An important aspect of aerodynamic damping extraction is the description of a travelling wave mode. 
In a blade row, individual blades vibrate in specific natural eigenmodes. For simplicity, these 
eigenmodes are assigned to be identical. Despite the similar eigenmodes across all blades in the 
cascade, a phase lag may exist between the eigenmodes of each independent blade due to nodal 
diameters. This physically amounts to blades undergoing identical vibratory deformation at a specified 
time lagged condition i.e. travelling wave phenomena. If the blades vibrate at identical eigenmodes 
with no phase lag, the unsteady work across blade surfaces are negative and as such stabilising. 
Hence, it is the condition of phase lag or specific travelling wave modes which allow for a positive work 
across blade surfaces and a destabilising effect leading to flutter. 
 
To independently describe each travelling wave mode, the phase lag value is adopted. These 
interblade phase angles can be related to the physical eigenmodes of the blisk described by the nodal 
diameters with the following expressions in Equation 32 and 33. 
 
             (32) 
                 (33) 
where σ, ND and N refer to interblade phase angles, nodal diameter and number of blades 
respectively 
 
Here the positive sign denotes a forward travelling wave with an IBPA between the range of 0° to 180° 
and in a direction identical to that of rotation. Likewise a negative sign denotes a backward travelling 
wave with an IBPA between the range of -180° to 0° and in a direction opposite to that of rotation. 
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4.1.2 Flowfield Periodicity – Single Cascade with Blade Oscillations 

 
Recall that in a single isolated symmetric cascade of blades with no oscillations, the flowfield in each 
passage will be identical provided uniform and steady boundary condition. This satisfies the notion of 
circumferential spatial periodicity without incurring any time lag. If however, the blades undergo 
oscillations with specific eigenmodes, then a time lag can be incurred along the circumferential 
direction as a function of the IBPA or travelling wave mode. Accordingly Equation 4 is applicable for a 
cascade with blade oscillations whereby ∆t is now a function of the phase lag shown in Equation 34. 
 
 

   
 

 
 (34) 

where Δt and Ω refer to the time lag and rotation speed respectively 

4.1.3 Energetic Approach (EA) with Travelling Wave Modes for Aerodynamic 
Damping Computations 

 
One technique often used to compute aerodynamic damping focuses on the extraction of unsteady 
aerodynamic work due to blade motion in travelling wave modes. Described by Miyakozawa [31] and 
Kielb et al. [32], the approach involves an integration of the product of local velocity and local force 
across one vibration cycle and the blade surface. As part of this implementation all blades within the 
modelled blade row undergo vibratory displacements with specified eigenmodes and phase lags 
defined by the simulated interblade phase angles. The computation of unsteady aerodynamic work at 
each interblade phase angle is described from Equation 35 to 38. 
 
 

                            (35) 

 
                            (36) 

                             (37) 

 
  

                                                                                       
(38) 

where p, d, n and W refer to pressure, displacement, normal and unsteady aerodynamic work 
respectively 
 
Several strategies exist to normalise the unsteady aerodynamic work computed in Equation 38 for 
each travelling wave mode and obtain an aeroelastic stability parameter. In the present study, a modal 
damping coefficient will be extracted to allow for direct implementation into the structural dynamic 
equations as part of the forced response computations. The derivation of the modal damping 
coefficient is detailed by ANSYS [9] and resolves to Equation 39.  
 
                  

       (39) 

where ζ, m, ωeigenvalue and     refer to dampign ratio, modal mass, eigen frequency and modal 
displacement respectively 
 
As described, an aerodynamic damping value is computed with the energetic approach independently 
for each interblade phase angle computationally simulated. A variation of aerodynamic damping with 
interblade phase angle can be constructed to extrapolate the representative aerodynamic damping 
curve. Clearly, the larger the number of travelling wave modes computationally simulated, the more 
accurate the extrapolation for all travelling wave modes with interblade phase angle between 0° and 
360°. 
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4.1.4 Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient Method (AIC) with Single Blade Oscillations 
for Aerodynamic Damping Computations 

 
The Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient approach was first implemented by Hanamura et al. [33]. The 
approach involves linearly combining the aerodynamic influences from vibrating blades on 
neighbouring blades in a cascade. A blade vibration in an eigenmode alters the unsteady flowfield on 
itself and across the neighbouring blades both on SS and PS. This amounts to an aerodynamic 
influence/force induced on blades within a cascade due to the oscillating blade. A detailed derivation is 
highlighted by Nipkau [29]. A simplified representation is included in this section detailing the key steps 
in obtaining the damping parameter of interest. Equation 40 indicates the aerodynamic forcign acting 
on a blade as a function of its vibrations and vibrations from neighbouring blades in the cascade on 
both PS and SS.  
 
                                                        

  

                          
  

 
(40) 

where β denotes a variable used to capture the effects of Mach number, reduced frequency etc. and d 
refers to the blade displacements 
 
A matrix of modal aerodynamic forces for each i-th blade is constructed in Equation 41. 
 
 

      
       
   

         

  
     

 
       

  (41) 

where L denotes the complex matrix containing the influence coefficients and d the blade 
displacements 
 
The complex matrix containing the influence coefficients is not symmetric due to the varying influences 
from the entire cascade of unsymmetric blades. It must be emphasised that the influence coefficients 
defined are expressed at this stage with respect to individual blades. These influence coefficients can 
be transformed from being blade dependant to travelling wave mode coordinates by considering the 
kinematic relation between the displacement of the i-th blade and n-th travelling wave mode in 
Equation 42. 
 
 

             
   

   
           

  

 (42) 

 
Crucially, the complex matrix containing influence coefficients can be transformed into respective 
travelling wave modes by a complex Fourier transformation in Equation 43. 
 
 

          
   

   
    

    
 

   (43) 

where Cσn and L denotes the complex matrix containing the influence coefficients with respect to 
travelling wave modes and blade count respectively 
 
To compute the complex matrix containing the influence coefficients, the complex force amplitude 
must be normalised with the modal displacement amplitude as carried out in Equation 44 and 45. 
 
 

               (44) 

           (45) 

where ψ, p, n,    and    represent the mass normalised mode shapes, pressure, normal, modal force 
and modal displacement respectively 
 
Having computed the influence coefficients with respect to travelling wave modes, the aeroelastic 
damping and vibration frequencies can be extracted from aeroelastic eigenvalues. From a complex 
eigenvalue problem, the aeroelastic eigenvalues can be calculated as demonstrated in Equation 46. 
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   (46) 

where λ,    and ω represent the complex eigenvalue, complex matrix containing the influence 
coefficients and eigen frequency respectively for each interblade phase angle 
 
From the complex aeroelastic eigenvalues the damping for all travelling wave modes can be computed 
in equation 47. 
 
 

   
       

     
  

  
     

  
  

  
       
       

 
(47) 

 
It must be highlighted that the following derivation of aerodynamic damping is only valid for a tuned 
problem where the aeroelastic equation of motion can be decoupled for each IBPA. The application of 
the AIC approach for damping computations have been carried out both numerically by Nipkau [29], 
Mayorca [28] and Kahl [34] and experimentally by Vogt [35]. Its application finds particular benefit in a 
development direction due to significant computational savings. Effectively, the full variation of 
damping with changing travelling wave modes or interblade phase angles can be obtained by 
performing a single simulation of a cascade with the central blade oscillating at a particular 
eigenmode. The aerodynamic influence of this vibrating blade on neighbouring blades in the blade row 
is used to construct the influence coefficient matrix. From this matrix the aerodynamic damping value 
can be computed for all interblade phase angles related to integer values of nodal diameter.  
Accordingly a well discretised aerodynamic damping curve can be extrapolated. A disadvantage with 
the AIC approach lies within its assumption of linear aerodynamic influences from the blades in a 
cascade. 

4.1.5 Aerodynamic Eigenvalue Method (AE) for Aerodynamic Damping 
Computations 

 
The aerodynamic eigenvalue approach follows an identical principal to that of the AIC approach in its 
evaluation of damping from the complex aeroelastic eigenvalues. In this approach however, the 
complex matrix containing the influence coefficients are retained as blade coordinate dependant. 
Accordingly, the final value of aerodynamic damping computed is obtained for each travelling wave 
mode. This makes such an approach computationally identical to adopting the energetic method 
whereby all blades vibrate at assigned eigenmodes for independent travelling wave modes settings to 
extract the unsteady work and compute damping for each interblade phase angle. Again, the 
aerodynamic damping curve’s accuracy is largely dependent on the number of computed aerodynamic 
damping values used to extrapolate the curve. No linear assumption is made however with this 
approach. 

4.2 Numerical Test Cases 

 
In the following analysis, the single-stage axial transonic turbine used is identical to the configuration 
used for aerodynamic disturbance force extraction. Numerical simulations are carried out within 
ANSYS CFX 17.0 and processed in CFX-Post and Matlab. To reiterate, circumferentially averaged 
boundary conditions have been extracted from a previous analyses and the simulations are performed 
at the operational condition of 52.5% of maximum revolutions per minute. The eigenmode 
implemented for flutter/blade oscillation simulations corresponds to the flex mode excited by EO5 
illustrated in Figure 2. It is a complex mode whereby displacement recorded along the blade surface to 
capture the oscillation deformations have a phase to be implemented within the flutter simulation 
domain. 
 
The full annular cross section includes a 23 stator blade row and 33 rotor blade row. To complete an 
embedded flutter simulation including both aerodynamic forcing influence due to rotor-stator 
interaction and aerodynamic damping influence due to blade oscillation, the actual configuration is 
scaled to 24 equally spaced stator blades. This permits a common integer of 3, for stator and rotor 
reduction to 8 stators and 11 rotors passages. Furthermore, rotor only simulations are carried out 
ignoring any non-linear influence of unsteady forcing as an effect of rotor-stator interactions. Here rotor 
sections are simulated adopting varying inlet boundary conditions extracted from previous rotor-stator 
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interaction interface profiles. The rotor-stator and rotor only simulations described are carried out with 
the AIC method to extract aerodynamic damping and to construct an aerodynamic damping curve. 
 
A strategy to reduce computational passage requirements is to implement time or frequency domain 
transformation strategies of the flowfield. Such approaches adopt different strategies to reduce the 
computational domain while accounting for correct time shifts in the flow field along circumferentially 
periodic interfaces. In the following report, time and time/frequency domain transformation techniques 
are investigated; Fourier Transformation and Harmonic Balance Approach. The following flowfield 
transformation approaches are evaluated to extract aerodynamic damping using the energetic 
approach due to numerical set-up restrictions within ANSYS CFX 17.0. These restrictions will be 
detailed in subsequent sections. The test cases are illustrated in Table 20. 
 
Table 20. Simulation test cases 

Test 
Cases 

Rotor-Stator (AIC) Rotor only (AIC) Flowfield Transformation (EA) 

8 stator & 11 rotor 

11 rotors (22S/33R Inlet)  1-3 rotors (Time Transient) 

11 rotors (23S/33R Inlet)  2 rotors (Fourier Transformation)  

11 rotors (24S/33R Inlet) 2 rotors  (Harmonic Balance Approach ) 
33 rotors (24S/33R Inlet) - 

 
An in-depth assessment of each of the configurations and techniques adopted is detailed in 
subsequent sections. 

4.3 Rotor-Stator Simulation with AIC Approach 

 
The rotor-stator simulation is used to extract aerodynamic damping from the single-stage turbine 
configuration as part of an embedded flutter calculation. In this set-up, the inclusion of the stator 
domain introduces the combined aerodynamic influence of aerodynamic disturbance and damping 
forces along the rotor surface. To isolate the influence of aerodynamic damping forces, a linear 
assumption of interaction between disturbance and damping forces is enforced. This allows the direct 
subtraction of disturbance force effects from the total forces acting along the rotor surface.  
 
Within the computational domain this linear principal of embedded flutter is applied by concurrently 
simulating a rotor-stator configuration with no blade oscillations and a rotor-stator configuration with a 
single central rotor blade undergoing oscillations at the assigned eigenmode. The unsteady blade 
forces on the rotor surface due to rotor-stator interactions are subtracted from the unsteady blade 
forces of the latter configuration. This in effect represents a time domain removal of disturbance 
forcing along the rotor blade surface. Crucially, the assumption of linearity means that the non-linear 
interactions between aerodynamic disturbance forces and damping forces are retained in the final 
unsteady forces extracted along the blade surface. As described in the preceding section the AIC 
method is implemented with a single central blade undergoing oscillation to extrapolate for the 
necessary aerodynamic damping curve. 

4.3.1 Simulation Parameters 

 
To resolve the flow parameters in the computational domain for transient simulations, the Unsteady 
Reynold’s Averaged Navier Stokes Equations (URANS) are implemented together with the Second 
Order Backward Euler numerical solver algorithm for second order solution accuracy in time. The 
implicit nature of the time stepping scheme in ANSYS CFX reduces the dependency of solution 
accuracy on the CFL condition. Accordingly a simple timestep analyses is carried out as the primary 
tool used to determine a sufficient number of timesteps or timestep independence of solution.  
 
To achieve faster convergence, the solution is initialised first from a steady state approximation 
followed by transient runs with increasing timestep per simulated revolution until a converged number 
of timesteps is attained. To enhance convergence time and given the complexity of the problem, the 
internal coefficient loops within an iteration are restricted to 1-5. The parameter used to assess 
timestep independence will be that of the aerodynamic damping as a function of interblade phase 
angles. A timestep choice of 100 per oscillation period or 500 per revolution is deemed to be sufficient 
for a rotor only configuration as will be highlighted in Section 0. The timestep required for timestep 
independence as part of rotor-stator interaction simulations has been assessed to be 1600 per turn of 
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the rotor as highlighted in Section 3.5.2. This amounts to approximately 300 timesteps per period. 
Accordingly a comparison of the aerodynamic damping curve for the two simulations run at 100 and 
300 timesteps per oscillation period is used to assess a sufficient timestep refinement in Figure 50. 
The computed aerodynamic damping values have been normalised by the mean damping value from 
the simulation carried out at 300 timesteps per oscillation period.  
 

 

Figure 50. Comparison of aerodynamic damping curve at timestep 100 and 300 per oscillation period 
 
As demonstrated in Figure 50 the error recorded between aerodynamic damping computed at 
timestep count 100 and 300 falls below an internally assigned limit of 15%. Hence, a timestep choice 
of 100 per period is sufficient to accurately model aerodynamic damping for the current configuration 
with both stators and rotors domain. It is worth mentioning here that the aerodynamic damping curve 
in Figure 50 is constructed taking into account the aerodynamic influence across 11 blades and with 
spatial periodic boundaries which will be shown to be in accurate in Section 4.8.2. Hence the curve is 
used to only justify the choice of timesteps. 
 
In addition to a check of timestep independence, convergence in solution over simulated oscillation 
periods is necessary. To assess for such convergence, the unsteady aerodynamic damping forces 
across the blade are isolated and subject to a Fourier decomposition. The first harmonic component at 
oscillation frequency across the blade have their amplitude and phase compared over the last five 
periods in Figure 51. It can be seen that a convergent solution of aerodynamic damping force is 
attained across the central blade (Blade 0) and three neighbouring blades from the SS (Blade 1b, 
Blade 2b and Blade 3b) and PS (Blade 1a, Blade 2a and Blade 3a). This amounts to sufficient 
convergence with the simulated 20 oscillation periods. Here the parameters Qxx denote quality 
assessment criterions for the solution. These were not used as part of this study and as such will not 
be detailed.  It can be postulated that a lower number of periods is actually necessary for a convergent 
solution but is not investigated. 
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Figure 51. Solution convergence study for rotor-stator AIC method 

4.4 Rotor only Simulation with AIC Approach 

 
The rotor only simulation in contrast to a rotor-stator embedded flutter simulation does not consider the 
influence of aerodynamic disturbance forces arising from rotor-stator interaction. Instead, 
unsteadiness in the flowfield arises due to rotor oscillations. As such, the subtraction of disturbance 
force effects from the total force acting along the rotor surface is no longer required eliminating the 
need for a concurrent rotor-stator interaction simulation. 
 
Within the computational domain four permutations of the rotor only configurations are considered. 
The first three adopt the 11 rotors section alone from the rotor-stator embedded simulations. The 
variation between these three set-ups is attributed to different inlet profiles. The interface boundary 
data is extracted from the rotor-stator interaction simulations used to compare the blade count scaling 
strategy in Section 3.5 and assigned as the rotor only inlet boundary condition (Total Pressure, Total 
Temperature and Cartesian Velocity direction). In each case, a circumferentially averaged profile is 
extracted from the mixing plane interface configuration used for steady rotor-stator interaction 
simulations. The interface of the annular reference configuration with 23 stators and 33 rotors is 
imposed directly at the rotor inlet boundary. For the scaled configurations with 2 stators and 3 rotors 
and 8 stators and 11 rotors, the profile is expanded across the circumferential direction to obtain a full 
annular profile data. Such an expansions permits the assignment of any number of rotors up to 33 for 
analysis. 
 
In addition to investigating the influence of different inlet profiles on the final aerodynamic damping 
data, the impact of assigning a spatially periodic boundary condition along the circumferential direction 
is studied. This is achieved by comparing the 11 rotor only simulation with spatially periodic boundary 
conditions at the circumferential boundaries to a full 33 rotor only simulation without any periodic 
assumptions. Again the AIC method is implemented with a single central blade undergoing oscillation 
to obtain the necessary damping variations for different travelling wave modes. 
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4.4.1 Simulation Parameters 

 
The numerical parameters in Section 4.3.1 are adopted as part of the simulation. A timestep choice of 
100 per oscillation period or 500 per revolution is deemed to be sufficient for a rotor only configuration 
from a timestep independence study carried out in Section 4.5.  
 
In addition to a check of timestep independence, convergence in solution over simulated oscillation 
periods is carried out as in Section 4.3.1. Here the evaluation of convergence is carried out for the 11 
rotors case and for the 33 rotors case. Both use an inlet profile from the 24 stators 33 rotors rotor-
stator interaction simulations alone. From Figure 52 and Figure 53, it can be seen that a convergent 
solution of aerodynamic damping force is attained across the central blade and five neighbouring 
blades. This convergence with 20 oscillation periods simulated is declared likewise sufficient for the 11 
rotors case with an inlet profile from 22 stators and 33 rotors and 23 stators and 33 rotors. 

 

Figure 52. Periodic convergence study for 11 rotor only AIC method 
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Figure 53. Periodic convergence study for 33 rotor only AIC method 

4.5 Rotor only Simulation with EA Approach and Transient Method 

 
The rotor only simulation is also carried out with the energetic method as a verification of the AIC 
approach without any assumption of linear aerodynamic influence between neighbouring blades 
undergoing oscillations.  

4.5.1 Theory of Transient Method with EA Approach 

 
A transient set-up is adopted with which the different travelling wave modes used to construct the 
aerodynamic damping curve can be simulated. A simple spatial periodic boundary condition is 
enforced along the circumferential direction as part of ANSYS CFX 17.0 implementation. Such a set-
up however requires particular consideration of the number of blade passages needed in the 
numerical domain to correctly simulate the intended travelling wave mode. As highlighted in Section 
4.1.2, the flowfield is circumferentially identical with an additional phase lagged condition defined as 
the interblade phase angles. Accordingly, with the assignment of a simple spatial periodic boundary 
conditions at the circumferential periodic boundary condition, the phase lag must be zero. Hence, a 
travelling wave mode can be simulated either with a correct number of blade passages corresponding 
to specific interblade phase angles or with a full annular 33 blade simulation with all blades oscillating 
at specific interblade phase angles. To exemplify this idea, an IBPA of 0°/360° suggests that with a 
single blade modelled, the flowfield on either circumferential periodic interface is identical without any 
time lag. If however, an interblade phase angle of 180° is imposed then two blades need to be 
modelled to recover the identical flowfield without any time lag on the circumferential boundary 
condition. This places a limit on the actual interblade values which can be modelled to ensure an 
integer value blade count as shown in Equation 48 for reduced blade modelling. As the desired 
interblade phase angle decreases the number of blades necessary increases. Moreover for interblade 
phase angles which do not permit a reduced blade count modelling strategy, a full annular rotor only 
simulation is necessary. Such simulations are impractical due to computational costs. 
 
        (48) 
where N and σ represent the number of blades and interblade phase  angle respectively 
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4.5.2 Simulation Parameters 

 
The numerical parameters in Section 4.3.1 are adopted as part of the simulation. A parametric 
timestep independence study is carried out for travelling wave mode with interblade phase angle 0°. 
The aerodynamic damping value at interblade phase angle 0° is used as the criterion for timestep 
independence. The choices of timesteps compared are illustrated in Table 21.  The variation of 
aerodynamic damping at interblade phase angle 0° with an increasing timestep refinement is 
illustrated in Figure 54. Here the aerodynamic damping results have been normalised by their mean 
value. 
 
Table 21. Timestep choice for rotor only configuration 

Timestep 1 Timestep 2 Timestep 3 Timestep 4 Timestep 5 
80 100 120 150 200 

 

 

Figure 54. Timestep (left) and periodic (right) convergence study for rotor only EA method 
 

From Figure 54 left, a general trend of convergence in aerodynamic damping with increasing timestep 
is recorded. An error of 1.2% and 0.8% is recorded at timestep 80 and 100 per oscillation period 
relative to the aerodynamic damping value at timestep 200 per oscillation period. Accordingly, a choice 
of 100 per oscillation period or 500 per revolution is deemed to be sufficient for a rotor only 
configuration. 

 
In addition to a check of timestep independence, convergence in solution over simulated oscillation 
periods is carried out as in Section 4.3.1 for the selected timestep of 100 per oscillation period. In 
Figure 54 right the aerodynamic damping data over the last 3 periods (final period = 3) from a total of 
20 oscillation periods have been illustrated. Again, a general trend of convergence for aerodynamic 
damping force can be visualised. The error recorded in damping for the third last and second last 
period relative to the final period are 0.078% 0.016%.  
 
Three travelling wave modes have been selected for transient simulation with the EA approach in 
Table 22. Construction of the damping curve adopting this approach is deemed impractical and 
instead these three damping values serve as the reference for the Fourier and Harmonic Balance 
approach to be discussed in later Sections 0 and 4.7. 
 
Table 22. Transient with EA method simulated cases 

IBPA (°) 0 120 -120 
ND 0 11 -11 

Number of Blades 1 3 3 
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4.6 Rotor only Simulation with EA Approach and Fourier Method 

 
The Fourier method represents a time domain transformation technique to be implemented in the 
following study. It is applied in conjunction with the energetic approach. 

4.6.1 Theory of Fourier Method (FT) 

 
The Fourier method was first introduced by He [7] in blade oscillation configurations and has been 
introduced in Section 3.7.1. As part of this method, a phase shift condition is then applied to both the 
time-averaged solution and the temporally summed Fourier coefficients of harmonic component in one 
period to retrieve the equivalent flow parameter at a periodic interface. This allows for not only a 
spatial but temporal periodicity to be enforced along circumferentially periodic boundaries. The phase 
shifts introduced with different phase angles can be accounted for independent of blade passage. 
  
In ANSYS CFX 17.0, two passages must be simulated whereby the Fourier coefficients are stored 
along the central domain separating the two passages and subjected to relevant phase shifts or IBPAs 
to retrieve the solution along periodic boundaries. As highlighted in Section 3.7.1., the procedure of 
performing a Fourier decomposition of signals to retrieve the Fourier coefficients and inverse Fourier 
decomposition of signal to be time marched to convergence demands additional computational 
resources. Furthermore, a limitation is placed on the timestep size. The requirement is that the 
boundary condition is periodic in time for the passages being modelled.  
 
                                     (49) 

4.6.2 Simulation Parameters 

 
Following the recommendation from Equation 49 a common timestep of 132 per oscillation period can 
be obtained with an integer multiplication of the actual timestep size requirement for each nodal 
diameter. Moreover a choice of 132 is made on the basis of having a minimum timestep size of 100 
following the recommendations from a timestep independence study conducted for the transient setup 
in Section 0. Again following the recommendation in Section 0, the number of periods solved for are 
20 to ensure a convergent solution. The travelling wave modes used to construct the aerodynamic 
damping curves are illustrated in Table 23. 
 
Table 23. Fourier Transformation with EA method simulated cases 

IBPA (°) Number of Blades 
-174.5 

2 

-152.7 
-120 

-109.1 
-98.2 
-87.3 
-76.4 
-65.5 
-54.5 
-43.6 
-32.7 
-21.8 
-10.9 

0 
10.9 
32.7 
43.6 
54.5 
65.5 
87.3 
120 

174.5 
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4.7 Rotor only Simulation with EA Approach and Harmonic Balance Method 

 
The Harmonic Balance method represents a time/frequency domain transformation technique to be 
implemented in the following study. It is applied in conjunction with the energetic approach for 
computing aerodynamic damping values for specified travelling wave modes. 

4.7.1 Theory of Harmonic Balance Method (HB) 

 
The harmonic balance method was implemented by Hall et al. [36] and Ekici et al. [37] for both single-
stage and later multi-stage turbomachine configuration. The goal here was to reduce the computation 
demands of a full annular time transient simulation while still capturing time lagged periodic conditions 
of flow across blade passages. This approach makes an assumption of temporal periodicity of the flow 
itself. As part of this method, unsteady flows are represented as a Fourier series in Equation 50. 
 
 

                                           
 

    
 (50) 

where U, A and B refer to an arbitrary flow variable, and the Fourier coefficients respectively  
 
Variables are stored at a number of sub-time levels in a period of unsteadiness. The Fourier 
coefficients can be obtained from the variables stored at sub-time levels via a discrete Fourier 
transformation and vice versa through an inverse Fourier transformation.  
 
            (51) 

where U* refers to the variable vector at sub-time levels and    the vector of Fourier coefficients  
 
A harmonic balancing approach is used to re-express the unknown Fourier coefficients in the Fourier 
series as partial differential equations. Balancing here refers to the expansion of the equation and 
collation of identical frequency terms. The representative balanced equation solving with the Euler 
equation and Navier Stokes equation is developed by Hall et al. [36] and Ekici et al. [37] respectively. 
For brevity the balanced Euler or Navier Stokes equations and their derivation are not included in this 
study. The resulting equations have had their time derivatives replaced such that time no longer 
appears within the equations. A pseudo-time term is included in the mathematical equations to time-
march the equations to convergence as part of a “steady” simulation. Here when the pseudo-time term 
goes to zero convergence is said to be reached. 
 
As described in Section 4.1.2, the flow field can be periodically defined with a correct description of 
spatial and temporal periodicity along circumferentially periodic boundaries. For application in a 
harmonic balancing approach, complex periodic boundary conditions are defined in Equation 52 and 
53. Accordingly, the solution along periodic boundaries are Fourier transformed and appropriate phase 
lagged conditions applied to adjust the coefficients. The coefficients are then inverse Fourier 
transformed and solution reintroduced into the computational domain. This process of stepping 
between time and frequency domain lends the term time/frequency domain method. 
 
 

    
                                

 

    
 (52) 

 
                    

     (53) 

where nh and P refer to the number of harmonics and pitch respectively  
 
In ANSYS CFX 17.0, just as for the Fourier method two passages must be simulated. The limitation on 
the timestep size so that the boundary condition is periodic in time for the passages being modelled. 

4.7.2 Fundamental Transient Simulation Parameters 

 
Following the recommendation in Section 4.6.2, the timestep size of 132 per oscillation period and the 
number of periods solved for 20 to ensure a convergent solution is selected. The travelling wave 
modes used to construct the aerodynamic damping curves are highlighted in Table 23. 
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4.8 Aerodynamic Damping Results and Analysis 

 
As part of the study into aerodynamic damping, related parametric investigations are carried out. Each 
of these parametric investigations are aimed at developing an accurate and computationally practical 
approach towards aerodynamic damping computations for forced response modelling. The parametric 
studies carried out are as follows: 
 

 Comparison of rotor-stator simulations and rotor only simulations 

 Study into rotor only simulation with and without spatial periodic boundaries 

 Analysis of rotor only simulation with flowfield transformation approaches 

 Final contrast of rotor only simulation with flowfield AIC and energetic approaches 

4.8.1 Rotor-Stator and Rotor only simulation Comparison 

 
The choice of running a rotor-stator or rotor only simulation is an important consideration for damping 
extraction. As introduced in Section 4.3, a rotor-stator or embedded flutter computation takes into 
consideration the aerodynamic damping force effect on blade surface due to blade oscillations and the 
non-linear interactions between aerodynamic damping and disturbance forces. In contrast, a rotor only 
simulation computed with a steady inlet boundary condition is not exposed to unsteady aerodynamic 
disturbance forces. As such all blade loading is derived directly from blade oscillations. Hence, a 
comparison of the aerodynamic damping computed from a rotor-stator and rotor only simulations gives 
a measure of the influence of non-linear aerodynamic disturbance and damping interactions. It must 
be highlighted that the assignment of a steady inlet profile with a rotor only simulation and an unsteady 
inlet profile due to rotor-stators interactions with a rotor-stator simulations concurrently introduces 
flowfield variations. 
 
As part of this comparison the aerodynamic damping is extracted using the AIC approach. The AIC 
approach to be used has been verified against previous tests conducted at ABB Turbo Systems for 
alternate turbomachinery configurations. The choice of AIC approach here is made with regards to 
practical considerations. To accurately model correct rotor-stator interactions, the full annular 
configuration with 23 stators and 33 rotors are required. Enforcing blade motion on all 33 rotor blades 
at differing IBPAs is an impractical option due to large computational demands. As an alternative 
demonstrated in Table 16, two possible scaled configurations can be extracted to reduce the 
computational domain. However, 3 and 11 rotors must still be subjected to oscillations with varying 
interblade phase angles which is still computationally expensive. Moreover, the application of a 
transient set-up with the energetic method and spatial periodic boundaries demands specific blade 
counts to be implemented in Section 4.5.1. These rotor blade counts do not coincide with the required 
number of blades for rotor-stator interaction configurations as determined by pitch ratio restrictions. In 
addition, both Fourier and harmonic balancing methods have not been extended in ANSYS CFX 17.0 
to be able to concurrently model rotor-stator interactions and blade oscillations with independent base 
harmonic frequencies. It is possible to compute aerodynamic damping enforcing the AIC method for 
rotor-stator configurations and energetic approach for rotor only configurations. However, such a 
comparison introduces errors from different aerodynamic damping evaluation strategies. To retain a 
focused comparison of rotor-stator and rotor only configurations using a single numerical and post-
processing approach, the AIC method is extended in this study to the rotor only configurations. 
 
Carrying out a full annular simulation with 23 stators and 33 rotors had been deemed computationally 
excessive. Instead within the goal of contrasting rotor-stator and rotor only simulations, the scaled 
configuration with 8 stator and 11 rotors is chosen. The rotor only simulation will be carried out with 11 
rotors and a steady inlet profile extracted from the rotor-stator interaction simulations in precedent 
sections. Previous studies carried out at ABB Turbo Systems have led to a recommendation of 7 blade 
passages to be considered when evaluating aerodynamic damping using the AIC approach. 
Therefore, the influence on 7 rotor blades will be considered in both test cases. The resulting variation 
of aerodynamic damping with interblade phase angles for the two different set-up is shown below in 
Figure 55. Here the aerodynamic damping values have been normalised by the mean damping data 
from the rotor only simulation. 
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Figure 55. Aerodynamic damping comparison between rotor-stator and rotor only simulation 
 
A review of Figure 55 indicates aerodynamic damping differences with errors above 15% at IBPAs 0°, 
±11°, 55°, 65° and 75°. A reason for such variation is the non-linear interactions modelled within the 
rotor-stator simulation set-up. In this configuration, this non-linear term is included as part of the 
aerodynamic damping force. This strategy suggests that the non-linear term compounded with the 
aerodynamic damping force is directly proportionate to the velocity vector. However, such an 
assumption introduces inaccuracies when resolving for response as part of the equation. Hence, a 
predicament arises on whether to exclude the effect of such interactions with a rotor only simulation 
and solve for response or to include interaction effects with a rotor-stator simulation and develop an 
approach to model this term into the response equation. In addition, Section 4.8.2 demonstrates the 
insufficiencies involved with a spatial periodic boundary implementation to reduce computational 
domain. The inaccuracies due to incorrect flowfield with a spatial periodic boundary assignment can 
interact with the non-linear disturbance and damping forces possibly increasing flowfield errors. The 
rotor only simulation is in itself limited by the steady inlet profile assignment which does not accurately 
model the upstream pressure fluctuations originating from the stator domain. 
 
An important consideration when deciding between the implementation of rotor-stator and rotor only 
configuration is their relative computational requirements. Here the computational demands are 
contrasted and have been normalised by the number of cores to run and the computational cost of a 1 
stator 1 rotor steady state simulation. To compare the results, the computational cost is further 
normalised with results of the rotor-stator simulation in Table 24 . 
 
Table 24. Computational cost comparison 

Method Blade Count (S/R) Reduced Blade Count (S/R) CPU 
Rotor-Stator (AIC) 

24/33 
8/11  1 

Rotor only (AIC) 0/11  0.398 
 
From Table 24, significant computational runtime savings are recorded with the implementation of 
rotor only simulation at approximately 40% of rotor-stator computational demand. At this stage, given 
the practical computational time savings introduced with a rotor only set-up and a mathematical 
solution strategy that does not take into account disturbance and damping force interactions to model 
response, the rotor only simulation is identified as sufficient. If the equations for response computation 
were remodelled to encompass the non-linear interaction term, rotor-stator embedded flutter 
simulations can be adopted as the reference simulation for aerodynamic damping computations 
despite computational cost.  
 
With the rotor only set-up an interest also lies in studying the effect of different steady inlet boundary 
implementations according to the annular unscaled set-up and scaled cases from Table 16. Previous 
investigations have shown identical time-averaged blade forcing with the three distinct set-ups despite 
different stator counts. As such it is postulated that steady interface flowfield variables between stator 
and rotor are likewise identical. Damping curves for each of these three cases are compared below in 
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Figure 56. The aerodynamic damping values have been normalised by the mean damping data from 
the rotor only simulation with an inlet extracted from the 23 stators 33 rotors simulation. 

 

Figure 56. Aerodynamic damping comparison between different inlets for rotor only simulation 
 
An error well below 10% is recorded between the three configurations with different inlet profiles. 
Therefore, all subsequent computations using the 24 stator inlet profile can be regarded as applicable 
aerodynamic damping solutions for the actual turbine configuration with 23 stators. 

4.8.2 Spatial Periodic Boundary Condition Influence 

 
In setting up a rotor only simulation with an inlet condition retrieved from the rotor-stator interactions  
with 24 stators and 33 rotors, 11 rotor blades have been represented in the computational domain. 
This is done to have an identical computational domain with a rotor only set-up when contrasted to the 
rotor-stator simulation data. Reducing the actual rotor domain from 33 to 11 blades requires an 
appropriate boundary prescription along circumferential boundaries. The current strategy involves 
assigning direct or spatial periodicity along these interface points. Such an enforcement means that 
the data at both interfaces are treated as being spatially and temporally identical. As such with the flow 
variables at these interfaces are spatially averaged and imposed within ANSYS CFX 17.0. To visualise 
this, in Figure 57 seven blades are represented. The spatially periodic interface is considered at ±3 
blade numbers.  
 

 

Figure 57. 7 blade cascade with central oscillating blade 
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11 rotor blade simulation with a central blade oscillating and a spatial periodic boundary enforced at 
the fifth blade from the centre is carried out. The complex aerodynamic influence force acting on all 
blades within the cascade is decomposed into its amplitude and phase components and represented 
in Figure 58. 
 

 

Figure 58. Aerodynamic influence on blades within a 11 rotor cascade 
 
It can be seen from the top plot in Figure 58 that the aerodynamic influence amplitude due to a central 
oscillating blade does not decrease to zero for the blades at circumferentially periodic interfaces. In 
fact, the influence appears to increase between the ±4 and ±5 blade numbers. This suggests that a 
larger unsteady aerodynamic effect is felt on blades further from the central domain. This contradicts 
the data from previous authors who have applied this approach highlighted in Section 0. Crawley [38] 
also further corroborated this anomaly when he suggested that it is the relative distance that affects 
the aerodynamic influence. It has been previously proposed in Section 0 that the influence coefficient 
matrix will not be symmetric as the influence on PS and SS are not identical due to the blade not being 
geometrically symmetric. Accordingly, the aerodynamic influence on PS identified here with a negative 
blade count and SS identified with a positive blade number will not be identical. Accordingly the 
pressure waves propagating along the PS and SS are not identical amounting to differing unsteady 
pressure data as the periodic boundaries. 
 
In Figure 58, the aerodynamic influence amplitude on PS and SS appear dissimilar across blade 1 to 
4. However at blade ±5 the unsteady data are very similar.  This arises due to flowfield data averaging 
at the spatial periodic interfaces which forces a similar flowfield along the circumferential periodic 
boundary condition. This is also visible from the aerodynamic influence phase plots of ±5 blades. On 
the PS a sudden increase in phase between the third and fifth blade occurs to artificially attain the 
enforced phase condition on blade -5. Such an enforcement clearly alters the unsteady flowfield 
concurrently introducing errors into computed damping values for the following configuration.  
 
To account for the errors introduced with such a configuration, a rotor only simulation is carried out 
with full annular 33 blades. Therefore, no periodic interfaces need to be applied. The comparison of 
aerodynamic damping between 11 rotors simulation with spatial periodic boundaries and 33 rotors 
simulation without periodic boundaries are indicated in Figure 59. The aerodynamic influence across 
11 blades for both simulations are considered for consistency. The aerodynamic damping values have 
been normalised by the mean damping data from the rotor only simulation with 33 rotors.  
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Figure 59. Aerodynamic damping with 11 and 33 rotor blades simulated 
 
From Figure 59 a large error up to 54% is recorded with the implementation of 11 rotors simulation 
arising from the enforcement of a spatial periodic condition along a circumferential interface which is 
physically neither spatially nor temporally identical. The complex aerodynamic influence force 
amplitude and phase components for the 33 rotor simulation considering the aerodynamic influence 
across 11 rotors is illustrated in Figure 60. 
 

 

Figure 60. Aerodynamic influence on blades within a 33 rotor cascade 
 
In Figure 60 it is apparent that with a full annular set-up free of spatial periodic boundaries, the 
aerodynamic influence amplitude is allowed to be different at blade ±5. Likewise on blade ±5 the 
phase does not match. This is very much a logical expectation given the different flowfield on the PS 
and SS of the central oscillating blade. It is however, visible that the aerodynamic influence has yet to 
decrease to a negligible value at +5 blade number. This suggests, that a larger domain of blades need 
to have their aerodynamic influences considered to compute an accurate value of damping at varying 
interblade phase angles. 
 
The aerodynamic influence plot is reconstructed for the 33 rotor simulation taking into account the 
aerodynamic influence from 29 blades in Figure 61. It can be seen that at blade ±11 the aerodynamic 
influence amplitude appears to be negligible and not increasing with an increase of blade count. 
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Hence, 23 blades appear to be the required number of rotor blade to be simulated to accurately model 
aerodynamic damping in the current configuration. The convergence of aerodynamic damping with an 
increasing number of blade count influence up to 23 blades is considered in Figure 62. The 
aerodynamic damping values have been normalised by the mean damping data with the aerodynamic 
influence across 23 blades considered. The aerodynamic damping curves also appear to converge to 
when the aerodynamic influence along 23 blades are taken into account. 
 

 

Figure 61. Aerodynamic influence on 29 blades within a 33 rotor cascade 
 

 
Figure 62. Aerodynamic damping curve with varying blade influence within a 33 rotor cascade 

 
As part of this parametric study, it is clear that an enforcement of spatial periodicity in a rotor only 
simulation with a single oscillating blade corrupts the flowfield solution. It can be postulated that if the 
aerodynamic influence has dropped to zero at the point where a periodic boundary is assigned, the 
actual flowfield can be modelled. However, to determine the number of blades at which the 
aerodynamic influence drops to zero demands the full annular simulation.  As such, a full annular 
simulation is necessary without such boundary assignments. In the following case 23 rotors are 
required to be have their aerodynamic influences extracted for accurate damping predictions with the 
AIC method.  
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4.8.3 Flowfield Transformation Approaches 

 
The following section details a comparison of aerodynamic damping values obtained with the 
implementation of a traditional transient approach, the Fourier method and harmonic balance 
approach. As introduced in Section 4.5, the transient implementation demands an increasing number 
of rotor blades to be modelled in the computational domain with a decreasing interblade phase angle 
according to Equation 48. This to ensure a spatially periodic condition along the circumferential 
periodic interface for correct flow domain representation in ANSYS CFX 17.0. Alternatively, a full 
annular 33 rotor simulation with all blades oscillating at specified interblade phase angles can be 
carried out but it is computationally too excessive.  Both the Fourier and harmonic balancing methods 
require only two rotor passages to be modelled with all interblade phase angles possibly simulated. 
This is permissible due to a spatial and temporal periodicity captured at the circumferential periodic 
boundaries. An inherent assumption with such implementations is the nature of the flow being 
periodic. Hence, an investigation to verify the accuracy of both the Fourier and harmonic balance 
approach against that of the transient reference case is necessary. 
 
To extract aerodynamic damping for this study, the energetic approach is adopted. The choice is 
made due to practical aspects. As part of ANSYS CFX 17.0 implementation two blades must be 
modelled. This in contrast of having a sufficiently large number of blades with an oscillating central 
blade in a blade row for the application of the AIC approach. Moreover, to capture a spatial and 
temporal periodicity, the flowfield at the circumferential boundaries must be identical with a time lag. A 
central oscillating blade induces a different flowfield along its PS and SS domain as demonstrated in 
Section 4.8.2. This amounts to a flow field at the circumferential boundaries that is neither spatially 
matched nor temporally related. Accordingly, all the blades in the modelled cascade must undergo 
oscillations with relevant interblade phase angles. 
 
To compare and verify the accuracy of aerodynamic damping predictions with a Fourier and harmonic 
balance method, aerodynamic damping values at three interblade phase angles from Table 22 are 
contrasted below in Figure 63. The aerodynamic damping values have been normalised by the mean 
damping data from the transient simulations. 
 

 

Figure 63. Aerodynamic damping with transient, Fourier and harmonic balance methods 
 
From Figure 63, the Fourier method is well verified with a variation below 2.5% across all interblade 
phase angles tested. The harmonic balance likewise performs well at IBPA 0° and 120°. At IBPA -120° 
however the error increases up to approximately 7.5%. This error coincides with solution oscillations 
for computed unsteady work (fundamental parameter for aerodynamic damping computations) 
monitored across the oscillating blade surfaces. Oscillations in unsteady aerodynamic work over 
timesteps is attributed to a numerical error associated with the implementation of harmonic balance in 
ANSYS CFX 17.0. The harmonic balance approach is released as a “beta” version in ANSYS CFX 
and is still under testing and improvements by developers.  
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An important advantage with the implementation of such flowfield transformation approaches is their 
computational cost reductions. Both the transient and Fourier methods have been initialised from a 
gradual timestep increment configuration with no blade oscillations. The harmonic balance approach 
has been initialised by a similar configuration. As the harmonic balance is essentially executed as a 
steady run with a pseudo-time term for steady solution marching, it has been concurrently initialised 
from a steady simulation. The computational demands are contrasted and have been normalised by 
the number of cores to run and the computational cost of a 1 stator 1 rotor steady state simulation. To 
compare the results, the computational cost is further normalised with results of the transient run in 
Table 25 and in Figure 64. 
 
Table 25. Computational cost comparison 
IBPA (°) Method Reduced Blade Count (R) CPU 

0 Transient w transient simulation 1  1 
FT w transient simulation 2  1.55 
HB w transient simulation 2 1.53 

HB w/o transient simulation 2 0.85 
120 Transient w transient simulation 3 2.65 

FT w transient simulation 2 1.50 
HB w transient simulation 2 1.39 

HB w/o transient simulation 2 0.82 
 

 
Figure 64. Graphical computational cost comparisons of flow field transformation methods 

 
As the interblade phase angles to be simulated decreases a corresponding increase in blade 
passages required with the transient method leads to an increase in computational cost. In contrast, 
both Fourier and harmonic balance approaches have a fixed passage count of two and accordingly a 
computational time independent of interblade phase angles. Both the Fourier and harmonic balance 
initialised from transient results have a lower computational cost than a transient run below an IBPA of 
approximately 300°. This means that as the IBPA desired for aerodynamic damping values falls below 
300°, both the Fourier method becomes computationally more efficient and this efficiency continues to 
increase as the interblade phase angles decreases further. Furthermore, the harmonic balance 
approach initialised from a steady run has an exceedingly small computational cost. This is particularly 
visible at IBPA 0°/360° where despite having two blade passages compared to one with a transient 
approach, the computational cost is still significantly lower. It must be also noted than unlike the 
transient approach where computational domain reduction allows only for certain interblade phase 
angles to be simulated, any number of interblade phase angles can be implemented with the Fourier 
and harmonic balance approaches. This due to no restriction on integer blade count number. Despite 
the apparent advantage of running a harmonic balance method, the issue of convergence at IBPA -
120° due to it being a “beta” release means that the Fourier method will be adopted as the reference 
case for constructing an aerodynamic damping curve with the energetic method. 
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4.8.4 Comparison between AIC with Single Blade Oscillations and EA with 
Travelling Wave Modes 

 
At this stage, aerodynamic damping variation with interblade phase angles have been determined 
both with the AIC approach and with the energetic approach harnessing the computational cost 
advantage of the Fourier and harmonic balance method. The AIC approach with single blade 
oscillations and energetic approach with travelling wave modes are abbreviated as the AIC and EA 
approach respectively. Both the AIC and EA approaches are aimed at obtaining an aerodynamic 
damping curve for an identical configuration. To extract these values of damping however, different 
numerical configurations and mathematical post-processing regimes have been employed. In the 
following study, an experimental variation of aerodynamic damping with interblade phase angles is not 
available. However, it can be postulated that if the results of the aerodynamic damping curve 
computed using the AIC and EA methods and respective different numerical configurations are 
identical, then the aerodynamic damping values are verified.  
 
To visualise how the aerodynamic damping data extracted with the AIC and EA approach compare, 
the aerodynamic damping curves are superimposed. Here the aerodynamic damping curve from a full 
annular simulation considering the influence from 23 blades is used as the AIC reference case. For the 
EA method, the aerodynamic damping curve is constructed from data as part of the Fourier method. 
Additional aerodynamic damping values obtained with a harmonic balancing approach is also included 
to serve as a further verification of the harmonic balance method. The results are presented in Figure 
65. The aerodynamic damping values have been normalised by the mean damping data from full 
annular simulations post-processed with the AIC approach. 
 

 
Figure 65. Aerodynamic damping curve comparison  
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From Figure 65, it is clear that both the AIC and EA methods match well in their prediction of 
aerodynamic damping with interblade phase angle variations. It suggest that three possible numerical 
approaches to aerodynamic damping extractions can be adopted. The peaks recorded in the damping 
curve adopted any one of the three approaches in Figure 65 are related to flowfield occurrence. It is 
postulated at this stage that cut-on waves emanating from oscillating blades lead to conditions of 
acoustic resonances at the interblade phase angles where the peaks were recorded. A proper 
assignment of non-reflective periodic boundaries or a buffer layer to restrict flow reflections must be 
considered. The study into acoustic resonances and reflectivity lie outside the scope of this report. 
 

 
Figure 66. Aerodynamic damping error 

 
In Figure 66, a larger error above 15% is recorded at IBPA 0° and -33° due to normalisation with a 
small magnitude aerodynamic damping value. Differences in aerodynamic damping are however to be 
expected. With both the Fourier and harmonic balance methods, an assumption of flowfield periodicity 
is made. Non-linear shocks occurring along the rotor surface shown in Figure 67 does limit the 
accuracy of representing the flow as a linear summation of Fourier coefficients. Such behaviour was 
observed by Srivastava et al. [25]. The effect however has been shown to be relatively small when 
contrasted to a full transient simulation without any periodic assumptions in Section 4.8.3. Tip leakage 
unsteady flow effects also play an influence on the computed aerodynamic damping data by altering 
the unsteady flowfield around oscillating blades. Tip leakage flows introduce addition unsteady 
frequencies which affect solution periodicity thus introducing errors. The influence of tip leakage on 
damping however is not the focus of the current report and will not be studied in detail. 
 

 
Figure 67. Mach number contour at 50% span for IBPA 0° 
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The AIC method makes an inherent assumption of linear aerodynamic influence. This simplification of 
the aerodynamic effects in the flowfield and a linear summation, introduces errors in the final 
aerodynamic damping computations. Moreover, while amplitude convergence was attained across the 
full annular simulation, the phase values on neighbouring blades further from the central oscillating 
blades have not fully converged. This seen in Figure 68 and again introduces inaccuracies in the 
solution. Convergence in phase was not adopted as a convergence criterion and the practical cost of 
such extended runs puts this beyond the scope of this study. 
 

 
Figure 68. Periodic convergence study for 33 rotor only AIC method 

 
The computational requirements of carrying out an AIC evaluation with a full 33 rotors simulation and 
an EA evaluation with the Fourier methods can be compared. Both the rotor only AIC simulations and 
EA Fourier method simulations have been initialised from a gradual timestep increment configuration 
with no blade oscillations. The harmonic balance approach has been initialised by a steady simulation. 
The CPU cost are illustrated in terms of computational days with 48 cores of processors and illustrated 
in Table 26.  
 
Table 26. Computational cost comparison 

Method Reduced Blade Count CPU Cost (Days) CPU Cost for 33 IBPA (Days) 
Rotor only (AIC) 33 15 15 

FT (EA) 2 0.75 15.1 
HB (EA) 2 0.4 13.2 

 
From Table 26 that the computational cost for obtaining aerodynamic damping data at 33 interblade 
phase angles is identical for the AIC method and EA approach with Fourier Transformation. The 
computational cost decreases with a harmonic balance implementation. It must be highlighted 
however that a single AIC simulation produces 33 aerodynamic damping values with which a well 
discretised aerodynamic damping curve can be constructed. In contrast individual simulations need to 
be set-up and executed for obtaining aerodynamic damping data with the Fourier and harmonic 
balancing approaches. However, not all 33 interblade phase angles need be simulated to construct a 
damping curve which will reduce the computational demand of carrying out the Fourier or harmonic 
balancing methods. 
 
As part of this parametric study, it is clear that both the AIC method with 33 rotors and the EA method 
with a Fourier technique implementation can be adopted to construct the aerodynamic damping curve. 
However, the Fourier method used in conjunction with the energetic technique for aerodynamic 
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damping computations makes no assumption of linear interactions. In addition, the computational 
demands can be reduced by simulating fewer interblade phase angles in constructing the 
aerodynamic damping curve. While the harmonic balance approach offers further reduction in 
computational time with equal accuracy in aerodynamic damping prediction, convergence issue at 
IBPA -120° means that this method cannot be adopted as of yet. It remains however an optimistic 
future possibility with the resolution of numerical instabilities in ANSYS CFX 17.0.  Accordingly, the 
Fourier method with EA technique for aerodynamic damping calculation is recommended as the 
approach to be adopted for future aerodynamic damping computations. 

4.9 Summary of Aerodynamic Damping Analysis 

 
At this juncture it is useful to summarise the results of parametric studies and evaluate appropriate 
configurations for accurate and computationally efficient aerodynamic damping calculations. 
 
A study into computing aerodynamic damping with an embedded flutter simulation modelling both 
rotors and stators and a rotor only simulation was carried out. Here it was apparent that modelling both 
rotors and stators introduces a non-linear interaction term between aerodynamic disturbance and 
damping forces. In addition, the rotor only simulations have been carried out with a steady inlet profile. 
The final mathematical response computation strategy for forced response plays an important role in 
the choice of rotor-stator or rotor only computations. If the non-linear interaction term is mathematically 
not considered, then a rotor only simulation is sufficient. If the non-linear interaction term is modelled 
when computing forced response, then the rotor-stator interaction simulation becomes essential. 
Moreover, practical computational cost considerations in the following study prompt the choice of 
carrying out a rotor only simulation. 
 
It was also revealed that carrying out a rotor only simulation with reduced blade count and a spatially 
periodic boundary condition assignment alters the flowfield in the computational domain. This occurs 
due to the mechanism of spatial periodic boundaries which force the flowfield on the PS and SS of the 
oscillating blade to be identical at the circumferential boundaries. To eliminate such inaccuracies, a 
reduced simulation domain where the aerodynamic influences have dropped to zero at periodic 
boundaries is possible. However, identifying such a configuration still demands a full annular 
simulation without any circumferential periodic boundary condition. Such a configuration as can be 
expected leads to an increase in computational demand. 
 
The Fourier flowfield transformation method has been shown to corroborate well with a transient 
simulation. This verifies the approach to correctly model spatial and temporal periodicity at 
circumferential periodic boundaries. This in turn enables computational flow passage reduction to 2 
blade passages and accordingly, the computational demand decreases for such blade oscillation 
simulations. The harmonic balance approach has been shown to predict identical aerodynamic 
damping values at two of the three simulated travelling wave modes. In addition, its set-up which is 
essentially a steady state run means that it can be initialised from steady solutions. However, a lack of 
convergence on IBPA -120° means that further validations and corrections to its mathematical 
implementation in ANSYS CFX 17.0 must be first carried out. 
 
The final assessment reveal that both the AIC method and EA approach with a Fourier method and 
harmonic balancing approach predict almost identical aerodynamic damping values for the 
construction of an aerodynamic damping curve. However, a crucial consideration of computational 
cost reveal the advantage of carrying out multiple travelling wave simulations with dual blade 
passages in a Fourier method and with a energetic technique for aerodynamic damping evaluation. In 
addition, no linear assumption on aerodynamic damping is enforced with such a strategy which can be 
postulated to increase solution accuracy. 
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5 Conclusion 
 
The current study has highlighted numerically efficient strategies to compute aerodynamic disturbance 
and damping forces for numerical forced response predictions. As part of this study ANSYS CFX is 
utilised as the fluid dynamics simulation software. Matlab was used for post-processing routines as 
part of data analysis. A transonic single-stage turbine from turbocharging application at ABB Turbo 
Systems was accordingly analysed for aerodynamic disturbance force and aerodynamic damping 
force predictions under specific operational conditions as part of a numerical forced response strategy. 
 
The first part of this investigation is centred on the efficient extraction of aerodynamic disturbance 
forces. The annular turbine configuration was initially subjected to a stator scaling strategy to account 
for prime number blade counts and unequal blade spacing in adjacent blade rows. Two scaled 
configurations were as such extracted with equally spaced stators and rotors and blade counts at 
adjacent blade rows which permitted integer value reduction while retaining a pitch ratio of unity. The 
two configurations were subjected to a traditional transient simulation and time domain flowfield 
transformation strategies. These approaches; time transformation, Fourier method and profile 
transformation, allow for further blade count reduction within the computational domain by accounting 
for spatial and temporal periodicity of the flowfield. To evaluate the accuracy of these approaches, the 
zeroth, first and second harmonic components of interest in numerical forced response predictions 
were contrasted. In particular, total blade force, mid-span blade force and local unsteady pressure 
values at monitor points were compared. Furthermore, global generalised force was included for 
contrasting the flowfield transformation approaches. The results indicate reasonable accuracy in 
harmonic solution with the time transformation and Fourier method. Moreover, significant 
computational savings were introduced with the application of these approaches. To recover the 
flowfield data with respect to the original annular turbine configuration, an innovative signal patching 
strategy was implemented. Here the blade forces recovered from the scaled configurations were 
patched together on a time domain for a rotor revolution. The resulting blade forces and generalised 
forces were compared to the equivalent parameters from the annular turbine. Again reasonable 
solution accuracy was recovered with this patching strategy. In addition, the reduced blade passages 
used for the scaled configurations allowed for large computational savings. The computational savings 
could be further enhanced by the time domain flowfield transformation strategies. 
 
The second part of the investigation is focused on the extraction of aerodynamic damping forces. The 
implementation strategy termed the Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient (AIC) method does not permit 
the enforcement of time and time/frequency domain flowfield transformation strategy due to its 
implementation strategy in ANSYS CFX 17.0. Accordingly an alternative approach to aerodynamic 
damping computation is implemented by the author termed the Energetic Approach (EA). An initial 
focus is carried out to verify and optimise the numerical configuration in the implemented AIC 
approach. Here it is the determined that a rotor only configuration is sufficient. Moreover, a full annular 
rotor only configuration free of spatial periodic boundaries is necessary to accurately model the 
flowfield within the computational domain. The Fourier method was concurrently verified against a 
traditional transient set-up and shown to give accurate predictions of aerodynamic damping. In 
addition, due to the reduced computational domain as an effect of enforced spatial and temporal 
periodicity along circumferential periodic boundaries, significant computational savings were 
introduced. The harmonic balance was likewise verified. Despite larger computational savings and 
reasonable accuracy across most of the simulated travelling wave modes, solution instability at 
isolated travelling wave modes mean that this approach must be temporarily overlooked. It must be 
mentioned that the harmonic balance approach is released in ANSYS CFX 17.0 as a “beta” version 
and is as such still under improvement to address such stability issues. The results from the AIC and 
EA approach were compared and the predictions of aerodynamic damping at varying travelling wave 
modes were seen to be almost identical. This verifies both techniques as possible approaches for 
numerical aerodynamic damping extraction. However, the application of the Fourier method and 
energetic approach for aerodynamic damping extraction does promise highly improved computational 
runtime making it the recommended approach for future computations. 
 
It is apparent at the end of the following study that an aerodynamic forcing analysis can be numerically 
carried out with the predictions of aerodynamic disturbance and damping forces from CFD simulations 
within ANSYS CFX 17.0. Moreover, flowfield transformation approach provide a significant 
computational advantage in run time while retaining sufficient solution accuracy.  
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